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ABSTRACT
Recent RF applications and research require thousands of accurate
measurements to be performed within a practical time. For instance,
the global model extraction of a DUT requires thousands of accurate
measurements, which would take a very long time when using the
traditional RF measurement systems because they are relatively slow.
Moreover, the inaccessible software that is used by the traditional sys-
tems has made them a vendor-defined system, where their application
cannot be extended or amended. This is contrary to the need for a
flexible RF system that can be extended and modified according to
user preferences. Furthermore, the traditional load-pull measurement
strategies are time-consuming thanks to the iteration process and the
need for the user interaction. Therefore, developing a new high-speed
measurement is essential.
This work demonstrates a high-speed load-pull measurement system
that maintains flexibility, accuracy, speed, and high dynamic range.
The system’s architecture is based on PXIe modules, where the signal
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detection is achieved through the use of vector signal analysers (VSA)
that can operate over 50 MHz frequency bandwidth. The RF signal
generation employs vector signal generators (VSG) using continuous
wave (CW) mode generation. The system is calibratable over a 100 dB
dynamic range and the measurement speed approaches 200 measure-
ments/sec at 10K samples/average. Due to the accessibility of the raw
measured data and the customisable written software, statistical infor-
mation has been employed to monitor the quality of the measurements
and the status of the system. Moreover, an automated active load-pull
measurement has been implemented on this measurement system.
The automated process has been achieved by exploiting the load-based
Cardiff behavioural model. This model is used to predict the required
injected signals a21 to emulate a load impedance at the DUT reference
plane, wherein the results show the ability of the model to achieve
a load-target with an error less than -35 dB. The prediction of the
DUT’s response by the model combined with customised software
has allowed for an automated fundamental active load-pull process
that requires minimum user interaction to automatically identify the
optimum load conditions for the design-relevant parameters (e.g. gain,
efficiency or output power over one or multi-power levels) within a
few seconds. Two methods have been used to take the impact of the
test-set on the generated signal into account: descriptive function and
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simple look-up table. These two approaches have been implemented
and verified. The results show that each model can achieve the power
target with a residual error of less than 0.1 dB.
The automation process has not only covered the definition of the
optimum impedances over different power levels but has also identi-
fied, in a time efficient manner, the appropriate load-pull impedance
space. This ensures that the model’s coefficients, which are required
for predicting the DUT’s response b21 and efficiency, are accurately
extracted. This approach significantly reduces the number of required
measurements, and hence reduces the measurement time when com-
pared to the traditional approach. It takes less than 42 sec to perform
1282 load-pull measurements, that define the appropriate design
space (-3dB power contours) for 16 power levels while ensuring that
the a- wave based Cardiff behavioural model is simultaneously and
accurately extracted.
For the sake of an efficient utilization of the measurement system
and further reduction in the required number of measurements re-
quired to generate a global behavioural model that is compatible for
CAD-tool design, a linear interpolation approach over the extracted
coefficients was employed and verified. This approach has allowed
x
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further reduction in the number of measurements because there is no
need to perform the load-pull measurement over a high dense grid of
input drive power levels (a11), which is essential for the global model
generation.
xi
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND
WIRELESS communication of significant distance was first per-formed by Guglielmo Marconi in 1894, who used it for com-
munication between sea ships. Marconi’s discovery was the result
of many years of attempts that started with the invention of the tele-
graph, produced by Samuel Mores in 1838, and followed by Alexander
Graham Bell in 1870 who invented the telephone [1]. Marconi’s in-
vention in 1894 was based on electromagnetic propagation theory,
which was formulated in 1873 by James Clerk Maxwell [2]. After the
success of the initial wireless transmissions, its use was extended
during the Second World War to radar and radio applications. In 1947,
the first transistor was invented by American physicists John Bardeen
and Walter Brattain in Bell Laboratories. This invention led to the
1
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development of the first bipolar junction transistor in 1950 and hence
the solid-state power amplifier (SSPA) was introduced [3, 4].
In the 1960s, this technology experienced a significant period of devel-
opment that accelerate amplifier development for power generation,
control and amplification. SSPA components became a critical factor
in reducing the cost and size of communication sub-systems since it is
a fundamental part of such system, where the size and price can be ef-
fected by it. The use of silicon substrates made it possible to integrate
both active and passive components on the same substrate, hence
the realisation of integrated circuits (ICs) and monolithic microwave
integrated circuits (MMICs) [5].
In 1959, communication by satellite was first used. It has since
enabled global communication, has supported telephone and TV chan-
nels, and is used for data links [6]. The combination of Marconi’s
invention and the integrated circuit, in addition to satellite commu-
nications led to the development of portable hand-held equipment.
In 1973, Martin Cooper, a Motorola researcher, developed the first
handheld cellular mobile phone. His first call was made to his rival at
Bell Labs. However, these early mobile phone units were too big and
heavy and heavy for practical use, and the battery also required an
2
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extensive amount of time for recharging. Meanwhile, the number of
users of the cellular phone system grew rapidly. This motivated com-
petitive manufacturers to provide handsets with higher performance
at a lower cost.
Several generations of cellular phones have been created since the
first commercial handset was released in 1978. The initial generations
were exclusively used for carrying voice and the early cellular network
could only be used by a limited number of users due to frequency
band limitations [7]. The second generation of the mobile phone
network was able to handle larger number of calls, and it reduced
the risks of interference and dropped calls [7]. The data rates of this
generation were supported by the basic 2G networks, which were only
9.6 kbps. Therefore, this second generation was inadequate to provide
any sophisticated digital services [8].
The third-generation (3G) systems had many significant new features,
including higher data transmission rates and large capacity of data
storage. This made the 3G system more suitable for high-speed data,
in addition to the traditional voice calls. The benefits of higher data
rates and greater bandwidth meant that 3G mobile phones were able
to offer subscribers a wide range of data services, such as mobile
3
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Internet access and multimedia applications. Nevertheless, the 3G
system required a further development to support the new generation
of applications, such as TV streaming, multimedia, video-conferencing,
web browsing, e-mail, and navigational maps.
Fourth-generation (4G) systems provided many advanced services over
the 3G system, such as a higher transmission rate of up to 1GB/s.
Moreover, the 4G system can handle a large number of users and
is better quality when compared to the previous generations [9]. In
addition, 4G systems have the ability to exchange and use information
from other wireless services, such as satellite, cellular wireless, WLAN
(Wireless Local Area Network), WPAN (Wireless Personal Area Network)
and systems for accessing fixed wireless networks [9].
Function multiplicity, such as calling and web browsing, in a single
mobile device would allow for a reduction in weight and size because
most of these functions are software-designed and require no extra
hardware component. Meanwhile, the existence of these functions in
addition to the power amplifier (PA) allows for high power consumption.
Basically, a PA is used to convert the DC power into RF power, which
enables the wireless transmission of the RF signal containing digital
information from a transmitter to a receiver over larger distances.
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Consequently, the PA is considered to be one of the most power-
dissipating parts in a wireless system [10]. When the PA is more
efficient, less DC power is required to deliver the same amount of RF
power. For a hand-held application that uses a battery as the power
source, poor efficiency leads to shorter talk time and standby time
[11]. This can severely limit the competitiveness of the final product
within the market. Poor efficiency also leads to a large amount of heat
dissipation, which can incur extra cost for cooling.
Various types of PA designs have recently been proposed to optimise
and achieve an efficient PA. However, despite the good results that
have been achieved, these designs have not achieved the ambition
of a PA that consumes little energy during a long time. Therefore,
the challenge for the PA design community is to seek an appropriate
optimisation solution.
Generally speaking, two approaches have been used for PA design:
model- and measurement-based design [12]. In the model-based
design, the device model is first developed and is then used within
the design. The device is characterised experimentally to generate the
actual model. In the measurement-based design, the transistor device
is first characterised and then the measured data are used directly
5
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within the design process. The key behaviours of the device (e.g.,
gain, efficiency and load-pull contours) are recorded. Based on the
measured information, the designers start the PA design immediately.
Prototypes are then made to test the designed auxiliary circuitry and
tune the overall system performance. The design process is finalised
once the designed PA successfully passes the test.
1.2 DEVICE CHARACTERISATION
Transistor characterisation can be categorized into three main types;
DC, small, and large-signal RF measurements. The DC measurements
produce current-voltage relationships and can be done under pulsed
or continuous excitations [13]. Traditionally, the DC-IV measurement
in combination with small-signal S-parameter measurements is used
for the behavioural model extraction.
Small-signal (S-parameter) RF measurements can be performed using
Vector Network Analysers (VNAs). This kind of RF measurement is
linearly dependent because it is not valid under large signal conditions,
where the DUT starts generating harmonics and behaving non-linearly,
the power gain decreases and the output power saturates [5, 14].
6
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Simultaneously capturing harmonic components and their phase
relationship is essential to define a complete picture of the device [16].
Due to the lack of harmonic phase information, it is impossible to mea-
sure voltage and current waveforms using standard Vector Network
Analysers (VNAs). Therefore, the recently developed Nonlinear Vector
Network Analyzer (NVNA) versions provide for calibrated time-domain
waveforms [17]. These systems have the potential to provide insight
into the time-domain voltage and current waveforms.
Non-linear device characterisation has been extended to include not
only measurement into a 50Ω environment but also into different
impedances. This includes passive and active load-pull techniques,
including the envelope load-pull. This capability provides control over
the shape of the DUT waveforms, which gives designers the possibility
to engineer the waveform directly for a high-efficiency PA design. For
example, the Mesuro MB150 active load-pull system features a time-
domain solution whereby a Tektronix digital sampling oscilloscope
(DSO) is used as the primary receiver [18]. Error correction and
assessment are the key in all of these RF measurements.
7
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1.3 LOAD-PULL MEASUREMENT
Load-pull is an essential technique for nonlinear device characterisa-
tion, in which the measurements are carried out as a function of load
impedance [19, 20]. These load changes have a significant impact on
the transistor’s performance, such as output power, gain, efficiency
and linearity. Therefore, load-pull measurement has been performed
using two different kinds of techniques: passive and active load-pull.
The passive technique uses a passive tuner to alter the fundamental
or harmonic load impedance [21, 22]. However, achieving sufficiently
high reflection coefficients can be difficult due to the inherent losses
within the tuners. Moreover, the complexity of the measurement con-
figuration would have an impact on the calibration accuracy because
more attenuation can affect the signal.
For the active load-pull approach [23] the passive tuner is replaced by
an active signal to emulate a target load impedance. This has allowed
designers to tackle the problem of the passive technique because the
injected signal can be generated by a phase-controllable synthesiser
and amplified to generate the required load impedance [24]. Several
different types of active load-pull approaches have been presented in
literature, all of which used either closed-loop configuration or opened-
8
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loop configuration [25, 26]. Each of these techniques have advantages
and drawbacks; for example, despite the oscillation problem of the
closed-loop active load-pull, this technique does not need an additional
signal generator and this lowers the system’s costs. Meanwhile, the
opened-loop active load-pull requires long characterization times due
to required iterations but does not experience the stability problem
that are experienced by closed-loop active load-pull.
Several approaches and configurations have been investigated to en-
hance the accuracy of the active load-pull technique and reduce its
measurement time. For instance, several different algorithms have
been investigated to improve the iterative search procedure, such
as Newton-Raphson and using the poly harmonic distortion model
(PHD), where the correct injected signal to synthesize a required load
is predicted [27–29].
New microwave instruments have been used to speed up the measure-
ment time, such as the system from Anteverta [30, 31] to facilitate the
measurement of the device reflection coefficient over a wide bandwidth
in a single data acquisition. These developments will be explored in
more detail in chapter 2. They have allowed for fast measurement
speed compared to the traditional approaches but still have to undergo
9
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extensive developments to become a more extendible and customizable
system with a high measurement speed for small- and large-signal
parameters over a large dynamic range.
1.4 RESEARCH MOTIVATION
Despite the considerable efforts that have been made by engineers to
optimise large signal measurement approach, in general, and in term
of load-pull measurements in particular, the resulting measurement
processes still have a number of significant problems. The active load-
pull measurements are time-consuming and also complicated. These
measurements take significant time due to the typical low execution
speed of the measurement system used and the iterative nature of the
active load-pull measurements. These problems have led the device
manufacturing industry to employ DC and S-parameter pass/fail type
measurement regimes rather than load-pull characterisation. The
avoidance of these kinds of measurement introduces a lack of data for
optimum design data and sub-optimum developments because there
is not enough information about the DUT while being measured at dif-
ferent conditions. This also hinders the development and extraction of
a global behavioural model because the latter requires comprehensive
measurements over different conditions [28].
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Developing a new high-speed load-pull measurement system that has
a high degree of hardware and software flexibility is of vital importance
because this would not only help in tackling the aforementioned prob-
lems but would also create a new version of systems that are capable
of holding additional functionalities and other different kinds of RF
measurements that might be required in the future. The restricted
access to software of traditional measurement systems restricts, at
present, the further development or increase of the functionality of
the system. Consequently, once a new functionality is required, a
new system has to be acquired. Moreover, the ‘closed box’ hardware
of traditional measurement systems complicates any development of
the system architecture unless we replace the whole system, which is
expensive.
11
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1.5 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The research work presented in this thesis is focused on two main
areas; the first one is developing a new load-pull measurement system
potential of performing hundreds of measurements within a short
time, while the second one is automating the load-pull measurement
and the behavioural model extraction process. As a consequence, the
main objectives of this research will be as following:
• To develop a high-speed load-pull measurement system.
• To develop new strategies that can perform automated load-pull
measurements within a practical time.
• Establish an efficient use of the measurement system and an
informed decision for a measurement.
• To develop new measurements strategies that can extract a re-
liable behavioral model while avoiding perform extra measure-
ments.
12
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1.6 DISSERTATION STRUCTURE
This thesis is structured into six chapters. Following this Introduction,
Chapter 2 will review of the recently published research literature
related to device characterisation and non-linear measurement sys-
tem trends. In this chapter, two main subjects are covered, the first
presents the recent developments of transistor characterisation, in-
cluding linear and non-linear measurement, and the basic structure
of the measurement system that is used. In addition, it will also re-
view the important techniques that have been used for the non-linear
measurement, such as passive and active load-pull. Moreover, the
important trends to speed up active load-pull measurement will be
described in this chapter. Furthermore, a brief comparison between
different strategies of load-pull measurement will be mentioned in this
chapter.
Chapter 3 describes the presented measurement system and its struc-
ture. The calibration process will be described in this chapter, which
includes system calibration, power and phase alignment of the re-
ceivers, and synchronization achievement. Verification of the measure-
ment system will also be conducted in this chapter, which includes
verification of the small signal calibration and waveform measurement.
13
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Moreover, this chapter demonstrates the system performance in terms
of speed, dynamic range, data processing, data quality, and finally the
conclusion.
The focus then shifts to load-pull characterisation, which is introduced
in Chapter 4. This chapter covers the automatic fundamental load-
pull measurement. The automated process and fundamental load-pull
measurement over different drive power levels will both be explained in
detail in this chapter. Moreover, two method for characterizing the test-
set of the load-pull measurement system will be discussed and verified.
This chapter also includes details about a second harmonic load-
pull, including results and the utilized strategy to perform successful
measurement.
In Chapter 5, the load-based Cardiff behavioural model will be ex-
ploited to automate the process of active load-pull measurement that
can extract a verified behavioural model over a single or multi- input
power levels. In this scenario, the optimum design space has been
proposed to be up to the -3 dB power contours and also the efficiency
contours. The exploited strategy has also been used to define the
required model order and how the order has to change according
to the measurement conditions. The approach given in this chapter
14
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facilitates also an efficient active load-pull approach that can auto-
matically define the -3 dB power contours and customizable efficiency
contours within the same load-pull measurement. For further reduc-
tion of the number of load-pull measurements and toward efficient
utilization of the measurement system, the linear interpolation be-
tween the extracted model’s coefficients will be implemented in this
chapter. This approach can mitigate the required number of load-pull
measurements to generate a global behavioural model.
Chapter 6 concludes the whole work presented in this thesis, while
concentrating on the strengths and weaknesses of the presented work.
This chapter will also propose possible directions for future research
and optimization.
15
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 INTRODUCTION
THE performance of a wireless system heavily depends on RF PAs,whose performance criteria are dictated by aspects such as
linearity, efficiency and gain. These, in turn, are determined by an
effective design process, which depends on aspects such as semicon-
ductor technology, IC packaging and thermal management, integrated
circuit (IC) design, architecture, RF characterisation, and transistor
device modelling [1]. The design of RF and microwave devices requires
a comprehensive and accurate device characterisation [2]. These kinds
of measurement have gradually been developed over the past 60 years,
starting from using traditional instruments to perform the linear mea-
surements (e.g. power meter and the spectrum analyzer) and more
recently using new instruments such as the Nonlinear Vector Net-
work Analyser (NVNA) that enables a nonlinear measurement to be
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performed. A comprehensive historical study of this system and the
stages of its development can be found in [3]. The NVNAs have been
extended to include not only characterisation into a fixed load but also
the variation of device performance with response to different load
conditions, which is known as a load-pull measurement.
The work of this thesis focuses on the development of a fast nonlinear
measurement system and also load-pull measurements. This chap-
ter will first discuss the development of device characterisation and
the reasons behind the adoption of nonlinear measurements. It will
include a brief description of the evolution of nonlinear measurement
techniques, such as passive and active load-pull. At the end of this
Chapter, the key developments and trends for the optimisation and
enhancement of nonlinear RF measurement systems and load-pull
techniques will be summarised.
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2.2 LINEAR CHARACTERISATION
The traditional techniques that had previously been used such as a
parallel high impedance probe for voltage measurement and a series
low impedance probe for current measurement, would not allow for
accurate microwave measurement due to the significant changes in
the phase behaviour of the voltage and current at high frequencies
over the physical extent of the component [4–6]. Consequently, the
power of travelling waves (a&b) at the measurement ports has been
measured with the input and outputs terminated into a relatively
constant reference impedance. The relationship between travelling
waves and the voltage and current quantities is defined below [4],
where a and b is the incident and the reflected wave, respectively. The
subscript i indicates the port index while Z is the complex impedance
and Zo is the characteristic impedance.
ai =
Vi + ZiIi
2
√|Zo| bi = Vi − ZiIi2 √|Zo| (2.1)
This realisation led to the scattering matrix representation, otherwise
known as S-parameters, to provide a complete description of the cir-
cuit network [7]. S-parameter theory is applicable to any network that
has any number of ports. Due to the ease of the measurement, S-
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parameters have become one of the most important methods used for
transistor characterisation [6]. These parameters were first formulated
by Kurokawa in 1965 to define the relationship between the travelling
waves (a&b) across a network [8]. To illustrate the S-parameter rela-
tionship, the 2-port network shown in Figure 2.1 will be taken as an
example.
 
DUT 
a1 b2 
b1 a2 
Figure 2.1: Two port network
Due to the relationship between incident wave (a) and reflected waves
(b), this network includes four S-parameters. (s11) and (s22) represent
the input and output match, respectively. Here, (s21) represents the
gain/loss of the DUT, and (s12) indicates the isolation factor from the
output port to the input port. Equation 2.2 illustrates the relationship
between these parameters.
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b1
b2
 =
s11 s12
s21 s22

a1
a2
 (2.2)
These parameters are measured by the VNA within the forward and
reverse measurement scenarios. The forward measurement should be
performed with matched source and load impedances to ensure there
is no reflection a2 from the terminated port 2, as shown in Figure 2.2.
Using this measurement, (s11) and (s21) can be computed using the
following formulas:
s11 =
b1
a1
|a2=0 s21 =
b2
a1
|a2=0 (2.3)
 
DUT 
b2 
a1 
b1 
Port 1 
b3 
a3 a0 b0 
 
 
  
  Coupler Coupler 
 
5
0
Ω
 
Synthesised 
sweeper 
Receivers VNA 
Port 2 
Figure 2.2: A 2-port forward VNA measurement on a DUT.
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The reverse measurement should also be performed with matched
source and load impedances, this time to ensure that there is no
reflection a1 from the terminated port 1 as shown in Figure 2.3. This
measurement enables s22 and s12 to be computed with the following:
s22 =
b2
a2
|a1=0 s12 =
b1
a2
|a1=0 (2.4)
 
 
 
DUT 
b2 
a1 b1 
Port 1 
b3 
a3 a0 b0 
 
 
  
  Coupler Coupler 
 
5
0
Ω
 
Synthesised 
sweeper Receivers 
VNA 
Port 2 
Figure 2.3: A 2-port reverse VNA measurement on a DUT.
The VNA configuration includes three main parts: signal generators,
receivers, and a test-set. The signal generator injects the input signal
to the DUT, while the receivers measure the incident and reflected
waveforms of the DUT. Switches are sometimes used within the con-
figuration to reduce the number of receivers and re-connect the port
termination for the automated measurement of all four S-parameters.
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The validity of S-parameter measurements has been proven for input
signals that are relatively small [9, 10]. In other words, S-parameter
measurements are only relevant when the relationship between input
and output is linear. At high power levels, a significant amount of
injected input power of the fundamental tone is transformed into
harmonic signals. This harmonic generation causes high DC power
consumption and is the direct consequence of the nonlinear behaviour
of the device [11].
To describe the system nonlinearity, the harmonics must be accu-
rately characterised. However, this kind of measurement could not be
performed using the traditional VNA because it is unable to measure
the phase relationship between the signal’s harmonics.
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2.3 NON-LINEAR CHARACTERISATION
Non-linear measurement, which is often called large signal characteri-
sation, is performed to achieve one of three main purposes. The first
purpose is to identify the optimum conditions required for a specific
performance, such as load-pull measurements in which the optimum
matching impedance required for high efficiency or high output power
is defined [12]. The second purpose is related to device modelling,
where the measurement is used for the device model generation and is
utilised for the computer-aided design (CAD) software to design a RF
PA [13, 14]. The third purpose is model validation, which serves the
comparison between the simulated and the performance of the fabri-
cated device. This require measurement of magnitude and phase of
the fundamental and harmonic components, in addition to the phase
relation between harmonics. These requirements have been achieved
using different techniques that have been developed gradually during
the last 40 years and will be detailed in the following section.
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2.3.1 EVOLUTION OF NON-LINEAR MEASUREMENT SYS-
TEMS
Traditionally, spectrum analysers were used to measure the funda-
mental and harmonic signals generated by a DUT as its large band-
width allowed for the measurement of the fundamental and harmonic
contents. The absence of phase information of the measured signal
reduces the applicability of characterising the nonlinearity of the DUT.
Oscilloscopes were used by Sipila et al. in 1988 to measure the
high-frequency time-domain waveforms of a nonlinear microwave PA
[15]. In this approach, the measured time domain waveforms were
converted to the frequency domain using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
This conversion is performed to allow for applying calibration error
coefficients on the frequency domain components, since it can not
be applied on the time domain waveforms. The frequency domain is
then converted back to an accurate time domain waveform. However,
the limitations of the oscilloscope’s sampling rate would introduce
a frequency range constraint, which is considered to be the main
drawback of this approach.
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The integration of the existing VNAs and a harmonic phase reference
(HPR) was presented by Lott in 1989 [16]. This measurement setup
allowed for waveform reconstruction as it captures the phase relation-
ship between measured harmonics [17]. The adopted HPR technique
was performed using either a diode circuit or additional signal genera-
tor and receiver to generate a full spectrum signal with a known phase
offset between these different harmonics. However, using an addi-
tional generator and receiver increases the cost and the complexity of
the system. Meanwhile, the use of the diode unfortunately introduced
inaccuracies within phase reference measurements that resulted in
incoherent phase differences between measured harmonics.
Several attempts have been made to improve nonlinear measurement
systems [18–23]. One of those examples utilised the Microwave Tran-
sition Analyzer (MTA) by Demmler et al. in 1994 [24]. The MTA was
introduced by Hewlett Packard company as a dual channel sampling
oscilloscope with a dynamic range of 60 dB, which was able to measure
magnitudes and phases of pulsed-RF signals with carrier frequencies
from DC up to 40 GHz. Figure 2.4 shows how the MTA is combined
with a test-set and synthesiser to measure magnitudes and phases
of the fundamental and harmonic signals, hence allowing for the
measurement of waveforms. This kind of measurement setup is also
28
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referred as a Nonlinear Vector Network Analyzer (NVNA), even though
its fundamental mode of operation being based on signal sampling.
 
DUT 
b2 a1 
b1 dc 
 
dc 
b2 
a0 
b0 
MTA  
    
   BT BT 
PA 
Controller 
DC supplier 
20dB  
Pad 
Coupler 
Figure 2.4: Generic block diagram of the nonlinear vector network analyser
based on MTA
There are now several instruments and measurement techniques
that have been developed for nonlinear measurement, such as the
PNA-X (Phase Network Analyzer-X Parameter) from Keysight, with
which harmonics can be captured. Another example is the ZVA (Z
Vector Analyzer) from R&S (Rhode and Schwartz). However, many
engineers are working to develop and improve these instruments for
high accuracy and speed.
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2.3.2 NVNA CALIBRATION
To provide accurate data, a calibration procedure has to be performed
for all measurement systems that operate at RF and microwave fre-
quencies. This is due systematic errors that are encountered by the
RF-signals while passing through each non-ideal element of the sys-
tem, such as couplers and cables [19]. These errors consist of six
types: source and load impedance mismatches relating to reflections,
crosstalk and directivity errors relating to signal leakage and frequency
response errors caused by reflection and transmission tracking within
the test receivers. Figure 2.5 illustrates systematics error of the two-
port network.
 
Dual directional Coupler 
source match Load match 
Crosstalk 
Leakage signals 
  
DUT a 
b 
Figure 2.5: Systematic error of the two-port network
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There are another two kinds of error that have impact on the RF signal;
random errors and drift errors [25]. The main factors that cause the
random errors are instrument noise (the IF noise floor and sampler
noise), connector repeatability and switch repeatability. When using
network analysers, noise errors can usually be decreased by increasing
source power, by using trace averaging over multiple sweeps, or by
narrowing the IF bandwidth. Thermal drift, which is the primary cause
for drift error, should be monitored even if the instrument has good
thermal stability, which are mainly caused by deviation in temperature
and can be minimized by controlling the environment. Any errors that
are not invariant with time are systematic errors and can be removed
through a calibration process.
Calibration is the process of obtaining the error correction coefficients,
which is achieved by measuring known standards to remove effects
from subsequent measurements. A typical calibration requires several
standards to determine error coefficients. The type of algorithm used
in calibration determines the choice of the calibration standards.
There are many types of calibration algorithms such as SOLT, TRL,
etc [26–28].
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Because it is impractical or impossible to obtain highly accurate
calibration standards, especially on wafer, TRL calibration algorithm
is generally used for on wafer measurements [29]. This because it
depends on mathematical process to characterise the error box and
is not on a model created by default from manufacturer that can be
affected by many factors. The two-port error model of TRL calibration
consists of two error-flow models: forward, when the RF signal is
applied to port-1 (as shown in Figure 2.6a); and reverse, when RF
signal is applied to port-2 (as shown in Figure 2.6b [22]).
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a0 
b0 
a1 
b1 
b2 
a2 S12 
S21 
e22 DUT 
b3 
Port 1 Port 2 
e33 
a3 
e23/e10 
Г3 
e32e10 
(a) Forward measurement
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e33 
a3 
e23/e10 
Г0 
e32e10 
 
(b) Reverse measurement
Figure 2.6: Error model of the small signal calibration.
As can be seen in Figure 2.6, this calibration method can provide
the directivity errors (e00, e33), port mismatch errors (e11, e22), the reflec-
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tion error (e10e01), transmission error (e10e32), and the tracking errors
(e23e32, e23e01)[30, 22].
The drawback of this kind of calibration procedure is that they rely
on S-parameters, which are defined as travelling wave ratios. Conse-
quently, only relative measurements are performed and the absolute
phase and power associated with incoming and outgoing waves re-
main undetermined. However, this ambiguity of the vector information
would not allow for voltage and current waveform reconstruction at
the terminals of the DUT. This is also the reason why some error terms
cannot be determined separately. This restriction has been eliminated
by extending the calibration procedure through a further calibration
step, known as a large signal calibration (as shown in Figure 2.7 and
2.8 detailed in [22]).
 
Thru 
a2 
b2 
a1 
b1 
b3 a3 
a0 b0 
R1 R2 R3 R4 
  Coupler Coupler short 
open 
load Extension network 
Receiver 
Figure 2.7: Configuration of the measurement setup during the extended
calibration.
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Figure 2.8: Error model of the extension calibration.
Here, an extension network is determined through the measurement
of three calibration standards, giving s11, s21s12 and s22 s-parameter
terms. Because the extension network is symmetrical, the combined
s21s12 term can be split into two parameters with equal magnitude and
phase. During a fourth measurement, the extension network is con-
nected to one receiver and the thru-response is measured. Because
the extension network is known, its effect on the thru-measurement
can be removed with e10 as the only remaining term, which can then be
used to determine the individual error terms from the aforementioned
products e10e01, e10e32 and e10e32. Performing the extended calibration
allows us to measure the absolute magnitude and phase of the trav-
elling waves at the measurement reference plane by determining the
scaling parameter e10.
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2.4 LOAD-PULL MEASUREMENT
Load-pull is an essential element for nonlinear measurements, where
the load termination of a DUT is varied to define the optimum load
impedance. This technique was originally suggested by D. M. Snider
in 1967 to investigate the variation of the DUT performance with re-
sponse to different load conditions [31]. It ensures that an appropriate
termination at the transistor output is achieved [32]. Defining the
optimum impedance of a transistor is crucial to delivering optimal
performance, such as high efficiency, gain, linearity and output power,
and also providing a clear understanding of various modes of amplifier
operation [11]. However, the load termination has to be controlled pre-
cisely for an exact definition of the impedance during measurements.
Two fundamentally different concepts have been developed for the
implementation of a load-pull system: passive and active load-pull.
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2.4.1 PASSIVE LOAD-PULL MEASUREMENTS
The passive load-pull approach uses two different techniques to
present the required reflection coefficient at the DUT ports, either
by using electromechanical tuners (EMTs) or electronic tuners (ETSs)
[14]. The EMT technique uses probes that move horizontally and
vertically [33]. This movement represents the magnitude and phase of
the reflected signal. Changing the probe along the vertical direction
changes the magnitude of the reflection coefficient, while changing
the tuner along the horizontal line causes the phase variation of the
reflection coefficient.
The ETS technique employs electronic circuits such as PIN diodes,
in which the termination changes electronically [34]. These diodes
are connected in parallel and distributed in a precise manner along a
transmission line. The desired load target is achieved by varying the
impedance state of the PIN diodes and their location. This technique
is limited by the number of load states which equal 2N , where N is the
number of diodes as there are two states of a diode. This led to the use
of a cascade of ETSs to increase impedance resolution. Consequently,
high loss in the reflected signal is introduced, which translates into
36
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max Gamma ranging between ΓL = 0.8 and ΓL = 0.92 at the DUT’s
reference plane.
For passive harmonic load-pull, cascaded tuners can be connected
in series. This configuration allows for more complexity and loss,
in addition to the difficulty of controlling harmonics independently
because any change occurring within one of the tuners influences the
impedance of the other tuner. To solve this problem, triplexers with
independent tuners have been used (as shown in Figure 2.9).
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Figure 2.9: Generic system configuration of the passive harmonic load-pull
This facilitates independent fundamental and harmonic load-pull
tuning [5]. The need for the triplexer to separate the harmonic signals
allowed for the high insertion loss problem; however, it causes a
limitation of the required injected signal [35]. To partially overcome
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this problem, high reflection harmonic tuners have to be used and
this results in the high cost of the implementation.
In conclusion, the passive load-pull approach suffers from several
problems, including an inability to present a high reflection coefficient
and the complexity of the system configuration [36]. In addition, EMT
systems suffer from the relatively slow speed at which the impedances
can be varied due to their mechanical nature. This is in contrast to
the need for high load reflection coefficients at harmonics frequencies
during the characterisation of high-power transistors, which requires
impedances close to the edge of the Smith chart for their optimum
performance [37, 38].
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2.4.2 ACTIVE LOAD-PULL MEASUREMENTS
The shortcomings of the passive load-pull approach have motivated
researchers to find alternative measurement system techniques and
architectures, which led to the development of the active load-pull
technique. In this technique, the reflection coefficient is synthesised
electronically by injecting a signal (a2) signal into the output of the
DUT. The a2 is computed according to the Equation 2.5, where the Γ
is the load targeted and (b2) is the associated DUT’s response.
Γ =
a2
b2
(2.5)
Based on the generation method of the injected signal, the active
load-pull technique is divided into two categories: closed-loop and
open-loop active load-pull.
2.4.2.1 CLOSED-LOOP ACTIVE LOAD-PULL
There are three basic techniques for the realisation of closed-loop
active load-pull configurations: feedforward load-pull and feedback
load-pull. The third alternative technique for achieving closed-loop
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load-pull has been realised more recently and is called active “envelope
load-pull” (ELP).
FEED-FORWARD ACTIVE LOAD-PULL
This load-pull technique was presented by Takayama in 1976 [39]. As
shown in Figure 2.10, a splitter is used to divide the incident signal
into two parts, by which there is no need for another signal generator.
The DUT is fed by the first part while the second part is used for
the load emulation loop, which includes a phase shifter, attenuator,
and power amplifier to synthesise the desired reflection coefficient.
Harmonic load-pull has been extended by Ghannouchi et al. [40].
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Figure 2.10: Feed-Forward Active Load-Pull System
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To achieve waveform measurement, Benedikt et al. [41] presented a
combination of vector corrected waveform measurements with active
harmonic load-pull based on two channels MTA. Figure 2.11 shows
a generic block diagram of this approach. Frequency multipliers and
splitters are used here to generate the three harmonics injected signal
a21, a22 and a23. These signals are adjusted by using the attenuator and
phase shifter to achieve a load target while a triplexer component is
used to combine the three harmonic signals to be injected into the DUT.
It is clear that the synthesised reflection coefficients are dependent on
the source signal and the signal modulation of the load-pull loop.
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Figure 2.11: Schematic of the two-port time-domain load–pull system
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This dependency makes the reflection coefficient of this active load-
pull unpredictable and, hence, many iterations are needed to converge
on a target load. Moreover, the unconditional stability of the DUT
during the measurement might not be achievable when complex loop
gains approach extremely high values [14].
An advanced configuration of feedforward active load-pull has been
presented by Thorsell et al. [42], which is based on large-signal
network analyser (LSNA) and digitally controlled vector modulators (as
shown in Figure 2.12).
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Figure 2.12: LSNA based multi-harmonic active load-pull system configura-
tion
The LSNA was used to measure time-varying periodic signals while the
time alignment between LSNA and the vector modulator is achieved
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by using a 16-bit digital pattern generator (DPG). An oscilloscope and
current probe were used to measure the time-varying bias current and,
hence, reconstruct the voltage and current waveforms. The Newton
Raphson algorithm has been used to adjust the vector modulator
setting to emulate the desired fundamental and second harmonic
loads [43].
In spite of high number of measurements that can be performed by
this system, which approach 180 load states per 20 ms, this load-pull
system does have some drawbacks. The complexity of the system’s
configuration is relatively high, which makes it difficult for compact
realisation. Moreover, each load-pull measurement requires an extra
two measurements due to the use of the Newton Raphson algorithm,
which increases the number of states during each measurement by
a factor of 2n+1. Furthermore, the correct signal out of the vector
modulator required five iterations to converge on a solution.
FEED-BACK ACTIVE LOAD-PULL
The feed-back active load-pull technique was introduced in the 1980s
[44]. The emulation of the desired load is achieved by exploiting the
DUT’s output signal (b2). Within this kind of load-pull measurement,
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the phase and magnitude of the (b2) signal are modified by an attenua-
tor and phase shifter to emulate the desired load reflection coefficient
through a complex feedback loop (as shown in Figure 2.13).
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Figure 2.13: Generic block diagram of feedback active load-pull architecture.
Compared to the passive load-pull approach, this technique facilitates
a faster characterisation process due to the availability of electronically
tunable attenuators and phase shifters.
However, this technique is considered to be prone to oscillation be-
cause the loop gain cannot be selectively controlled over frequency [45]
and, consequently, significant filtering is typically employed to reduce
the risk of oscillation. Therefore, it is considered to be more suit-
able for small signal devices, where low power and relatively low load
reflections are required and, hence, making oscillations less likely.
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The envelope load-pull measurement system is shown in Figure 2.14
[46]. This measurement setup is in principle a variant of the feedback
closed-loop active load-pull.
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Figure 2.14: ELP based load-pull measurement system
The key difference is that the control loop is operating at the envelope
frequency of the signal and not the RF signal. The reduction of the fre-
quency allows digital signal processing to be employed and, therefore,
it enables a precise control over the entire range of frequencies within
the first Nyquist zone.
The ELP architecture is shown in Figure 2.15, where the signal is down-
converted to an intermediate frequency using an I/Q demodulator and
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is then manipulated to meet the required load through the use of a
circuit with transfer function F(x,y).
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Figure 2.15: Control unit of the ELP system
The transfer function is used to compute the required injected signal
to emulate the desired load (Γrequired) according to Equation 2.6 and
2.7.
Γrequired =
(X + JY )setting
(X + JY )measured
(2.6)
(X + JY )setting = Γrequired × (X + JY )measured (2.7)
The computed signal is then up-converted by a quadrature modulator
and fed back to the DUT output port.
The problem of presenting inaccurate loads by this approach has been
solved by Hashmi et al. [47], where advanced hardware within the
configuration were utilized that allowed for a new calibration technique
to be implemented on the system. However, this approach requires
multiple measurements to precalibrate the ELP loop, which consumes
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more time before load-pull measurements can be carried out. This
system achieved 36 measurements within 18 minutes; that is, 2 per
minute.
The digital control of the TxRx (transmitter and receiver) with an on-
board FPGA has been presented by Williams et al. [48]. This technique
was used to improve the measurement speed. Due to the on-board
FPGA and the broad bandwidth of the PXIe module, the speed of the
measurement has been improved to 2 to 3 measurements per sec.
2.4.2.2 OPEN LOOP ACTIVE LOAD-PULL
The open-loop active load-pull method has been presented to overcome
the stability and oscillation issues that were encountered in closed
loop active load-pull systems [49, 50]. Indeed, this method ensures
the possibility of presenting any load impedance at the fundamental
frequency, including higher order harmonics with full Smith chart
coverage. The open loop architecture is very similar to the setup of
the feedforward closed-loop active load-pull, the key difference is the
use of a signal generator to emulate the required impedance instead
of splitting the input signal.
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Figure 2.16 shows the measurement system setup of the open loop
active load-pull that been demonstrated by Williams et al. [49], which
is based on two-channel HP-MTA. This measurement setup allows us
to perform source and load-pull measurement using programmable
electronic signal generators (ESG) within a frequency range of 800MHz
to 2GHz. The generators can be controlled individually for phase and
magnitude using a GBIP bus. This property allows us to synthesise a
target load without the need to use attenuators and phase shifters. The
measured waveform is used to compute the injected signal required to
emulate a specific load target.
This approach eliminated the time required to adjust the traditional
load-pull components (attenuator and phase shifters). However, the
nonlinearity of the DUT has made the prediction of the required
injected signal challenging to achieved, in which several iterations
were desired.
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Figure 2.16: Generic digram of the open loop active harmonic load-pull con-
figuration using two channel MTA.
Generally speaking, this process is considered to be relatively time-
and computationally-expensive because it requires a combination
of multiple processes, such as computation of the required injected
signal for a load target and employing adjustment of the generated
signal. Consequently, an iteration process is required to find the
optimal injection signals to offer the desired reflection coefficients to
the DUT [30].
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Trends toward enhancing and developing the opened-loop active load-
pull technique have continued and have progressed gradually towards
shortening the time consumed during the measurement process and
increasing throughput. Consequently, new measurement setups and
new strategies have been used to achieve an effective measurement
system.
The system configuration from Anteverta is shown in Figure 2.17
[51, 52]. Within this system, the reflection coefficients are synthesised
by injecting signals into the DUT. These signals are generated by base-
band arbitrary waveform generators (AWG) with 80MHz bandwidth
then up-converted using in-phase/quadrature (IQ) modulators. All the
AWGs and the A/D converters, which have a 45MHz bandwidth, are
integrated in a PXI express platform and share the same time-base.
The local oscillator signal, which drives the IQ mixers for the frequency
up-conversion of the baseband signals, was obtained from a single RF
source and is independent from the PXIe chassis reference signalling.
Frequency multipliers are used to obtain the LO signals that drive
the IQ mixers to generate the second harmonic signal. Moreover, an
external shared LO, which is also independent of the PXIe chassis, is
used for the frequency down-conversion after the signal is separated
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into its harmonic components using power splitters and high-pass
filters.
Using a mixed-signal IQ generation system allows for modulated sig-
nals to be used and, hence, the emulation of multiple load states
within a single measurement cycle. This system can perform about
25 measurements per second and require about 16 seconds to set the
values for source and load reflection coefficients [53].
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2.4.2.3 BEHAVIOURAL-MODEL DRIVEN LOAD-PULL
Few previous studies have utilised the behavioural model to predict the
desired injected signal to emulate a load target at the device reference
plane. Utilizing such approach would allow for reducing the required
number of iterations. For example, Robert et al. in [54] exploited
locally generated poly-harmonic distortion (PHD) models to facilitate a
reliable strategy for the determination of the optimum load and source
termination. The proposed strategy consumed about 16 minutes to
define the required termination for highest efficiency. This is due to
the time consumption during the acquisition of the information, which
is about 5 sec for a single state.
In another example, Saini et al. [55] utilised the linear third order
mixing terms of the Cardiff behavioural model in Equation 2.8 to drive
the opened-loop active load-pull system.
b2h = K2,0,h +K2,0,h |a21|
(
Q
P
)
+K2,−1,h |a21|
(
P
Q
)
(2.8)
Thanks to the predictivity feature of the model and the load emulation
nature during the opened-loop active load-pull, the model was able to
locally predict the device response and, hence, compute the desired
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injected signal to emulate a load target with the substitute Equation
2.8 in 2.9.
Γh =
a2h
b2h(a21, a22, . . . . . . , a2h)
(2.9)
The measurement was carried out using an automated open loop active
load-pull system, which was developed at Cardiff University, with a
four-channel Tektronix oscilloscope (as illustrated in Figure 2.18).
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To achieve a specific load target, a single, starting load-pull measure-
ment followed by two offset measurements were required to generate
a local model. The generated model was then utilised to predict the
required injected signal to emulate the load target. A significant re-
duction of the number of iterations has been achieved by using this
approach. The result shows that only 78 extra measurements were
required to perform and example of 700 fundamental load impedances.
These extra measurements were required for the model extraction and
iterations. It is worth mentioning here that the time taken for this
measurement was about 30 seconds per single load-pull measurement
i.e 6.4 hours for the whole measurement. Moreover, the load-targeting
on the Smith chart was around the optimum impedance, which had al-
ready been assigned before the measurements were conducted. There-
fore, one of the objectives of this thesis will be to automatically define
the optimum impedance of an unknown DUT.
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2.5 CHAPTER SUMMARY
In conclusion, this chapter discusses the evolution of RF-measurement
techniques, starting with the small-signal measurement using the VNA
and progressing to the introduction of the NVNA for the large signal
measurement, which was seen to be a large development in terms of
the calibration and the measurement techniques. Given that load-
pull measurement techniques are of key importance for nonlinear
measurements, this has been an active area for further development
in terms of execution speed, measurement accuracy, measurement
strategies, and load-pull techniques.
Impedance tuners, or passive load-pull, are the dominant and mature
load-pull technology and they are considered to be a key enabler
in RFPA design. However, this approach has several well-known
drawbacks.
Consequently, the closed loop active load-pull techniques, such as
feedforward and feed backward closed loop systems, have been devel-
oped to overcome some of the shortcomings of the passive load-pull.
Some of the advantages are speed, control of load impedances, and
ease of integration into on-wafer measurement systems. The draw-
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backs include potential instabilities and oscillations. Furthermore,
the filtering that is used to address this issue results in a system that
is rather narrowband.
These problems have been overcome by using open-loop active load-
pull, where an independent software-controlled vector signal generator
is utilised. This technique has eliminated the hardware-related os-
cillations. This is an iterative process because the injected signal is
continually adjusted until the required impedance is obtained. How-
ever, these procedures slow down the load-pull process and increase
the complexity of operating it.
The important trends of optimising the active load-pull measurement
were discussed in this chapter. It was found that most of them were
made to reduce the number of iterations or maximise the load-pull
measurement speed, either by optimising the raw measurement speed
or using suitable measurement strategies that reduce the need for
iterations. Table 2.1 summarises and compares the important and
relevant achievements and milestone load-pull measurement system.
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Table 2.1: A summary and comparison of the important and relevant achievements of the load-pull measurement
LP
ststem
LP
category
Config.
nature
System’s
setup
Signal
inst.
BW
Time-
domain
waveforms
Time-
domain
dynamic
range
Number
of
Itterations
Convergence
approach
LP
measur.
speed
A [53]
Passive
Tuner –
Power
meter + No - Low n/a 1/sec
B [56]
Passive-
hybrid – VNA/NVNA ++ No/Yes -/++ Low n/a 15/sec
C [55] Active
Opened
Loop
4-Channel
Oscillo-
scope
+ Yes + High
Behavioral,
localised,
low order
1.5/min
D [48] Active
Closed
loop-ELP
PXIe
baseband +
VNA/NVNA
++ No/Yes -/++ High
Numerical
iterations 2-3/sec
E [51] Active
Opened
Loop
PXIe
baseband
system
++ Yes ++ High
Numerical
iterations 25/sec
F [57] Active
Closed
loop-
Feedforward
LSNA + Yes ++ Medium
Numerical
iterations ?
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In conclusion, the key requirements of an unrestricted coverage for the
Smith chart and stability under all load conditions favour the open-
loop active load-pull system. Its limitations, as reported previously,
are often due to the relatively low speed of the measurement unit and
the need for iterations. Consequently, any further evolution of active
load-pull systems should focus on these two limiting factors.
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CHAPTER 3
HIGH SPEED MEASUREMENT SYSTEM BASED
ON PXIE MODULES
3.1 INTRODUCTION
DEVELOPING a flexible and accessible high-speed RF measure-ment system is crucial. In particular, accessible system soft-
ware can provide an opportunity to develop a scalable and user-defined
RF measurement. For instance, this system can easily implement
an automation process that can be tailored, changed and developed
according to the user’s preferences. Meanwhile, a fast measurement
system would ensure that a large amount of data can be fetched from
a DUT within a short time. For example, this system can quickly
extract a reliable global behavioural model of a DUT. These features
would also mitigate the effort and time required on behalf of the users.
Moreover, traditional measurement systems are generally expensive,
rigid, complex and cannot be readily extended, which is in contrast
with the recent RF applications that have become increasingly more
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complex and challenging. Consequently, a new measurement system
that can be extended and reconfigured easily is now urgently required.
The aforementioned requirements can be achieved by using a new
generation of software-designed and modular PXIe modules. These
instruments allow for the development of a customisable and re-
configurable system that is able to keep up with the rapid pace of
change in the RF and wireless industry while maintaining the required
synchronisation and the desired measurement flow. Also, the speed of
these instruments increases with modern, multi-core processors.
This chapter introduces a novel high-speed RF measurement system
architecture that is based on commercially available PXIe modules.
The data acquisition and processing of the presented measurement
system allow for high measurement speed while maintaining a high
dynamic range and accuracy. The existence of an efficient in-chassis
controller and accurate synchronisation between generators and re-
ceivers provide for a high data throughput and enable rapid processing
and analysis of large volumes of measurements. Signal processing at
the sample level allows the system to continuously monitor its correct
operation and adapt to the signals that are present at the DUT.
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3.2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The system architecture is based on PXIe modules [1] with an architec-
ture similar to previously published non-linear measurement systems
that are based on a NVNA [2]. A key difference is the special distri-
bution of the PXI modules across chassis. The PXI modules do not
share a common RF reference signal and are synchronised through
the available clock signals, programmatic implementation of triggering
and sample-level alignment.
In contrast to previously realised measurement systems, all RF instru-
ment modules are based on IQ-architecture similar to software-defined
transmitters and receivers that are utilised for the realisation of mod-
ern communication systems. Consequently, the realised measurement
system shares a commonality with a wireless transceiver with a shared
synchronisation channel. Figure 3.1 is a block diagram that shows
the composition of the measurement system that was realised.
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Figure 3.1: Generic block diagram of the PXIe modules-based measurement
System
The system configuration includes two chassis (PXIe-1075) [3]. The
first chassis has been assigned for vector signal generators PXIe-5673E
(VSGs) [4]. It contains four VSGs: one to provide the fundamental
input stimulus while other three are providing the fundamental and
harmonic signals at the output of the DUT, hence facilitating an
active harmonic injection load-pull. Moreover, RF signal synthesiser
(PXIe-5652) [5] with a known phase output power amplifier has been
assigned for generating the phase reference standard signal.
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The second chassis has been used to hold five vector signal analysers
PXIe-5663E (VSAs) [6]. Four of the VSAs are used to detect incident
ap,h and reflected bp,h waves at the DUT terminals while the 5th VSA
is used to monitor the harmonic spectrum of the phase reference
standard. Moreover, two PXIe-5122 digitisers [7] are located within
this chassis, which will be used as a high-speed current digitiser. The
Agilent E3645A DC supply is utilised as the biasing unit, providing
2.2 A current up to 35 V and 1.3 A up to 60 V. This DC supply is
controlled via a GBIP while a current probe amplifier (TCPA300) from
Tektronix is used for high speed current measurement. As shown
in Figure 3.1, the test-set consists of directional couplers, which are
used to obtain the incident and reflected waveforms, and the triplexer
is used to combine the injected harmonic signals. PAs can be inserted
in the test-set to amplify the VSG signals to appropriate levels.
Figure 3.2 shows the generic structure of the measurement system. It
illustrates the unique configuration of the load-pull system in which
module-based generators and receivers are utilised.
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Figure 3.2: The generic illustration of the system architecture.
Three modules have been used to configure the VSG: IQ signal genera-
tor (NI PXIe 5450), digital to analogue converter (DAC) (NI PXIe-5611),
and local oscillator (LO) (NI-PXIe 5652). Each VSA is composed of
three modules: the local oscillator (NI PXIe-5652), down converter (NI
PXIe-5601), and the analogue to digital converter (ADC) (NI PXIe-5622).
All VSGs have the same instantaneous bandwidth of 50 MHz, allowing
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for very fast load-pull sweeps. The RF phase synchronisation of the
VSAs is aided through a shared LO signal, while time sampling of the
down-converted input signals is controlled through a shared clock, as
shown in Figure 3.2.
The VSAs have an instantaneous equalised bandwidth of 50 MHz,
which can be moved anywhere between 10 MHz and 6.6 GHz through
the control of the LO generator. The clock speed of the analogue-to-
digital converters (ADCs) is software controlled with a maximum of
150 MS/second [8].
In case of Continuous wave (CW) measurements, the individual funda-
mental and harmonic I and Q signal components are down-converted
in succession to DC, in which case the sampling frequency of the
analogue-to-digital receiver is used to acquire multiple samples of
the same DC measurement to facilitate rapid signal acquisition and
processing. The direct down-conversion is utilised here to maximise
the measurement speed because the maximum sampling rate of the
VSAs is 150 MS/s 1the system is capable of producing a maximum
150 million IQ samples per second, which can be used to average out
1In a practical configuration, a lower sampling rate is utilised to comply with
the equalised instantaneous bandwidth of 50 MHz.
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the noise from the detected RF signal; hence, increasing the effective
number of bits (ENOBs). Converting the signal down to an offset fre-
quency Foff reduces the oversampling ratio (OSR) from Fs to Fs/2Foff
and, therefore, decreases the capability of reducing the noise within a
given time.
Time delays within a single PXIe chassis are automatically compen-
sated by the Trigger Clock (T-Clk) [9]. The T-Clk technology ensures
time synchronisation across all linked channels and aligning the
sample clock edges with a tolerance less than 500 ps. Additionally,
manual tuning allows for further accuracy alignment approaching 4ps
[10]. The two chassis are controlled by the same embedded controller
(PXIe-8133) using the master-slave protocol.
Communication between the two chassis is established by using two
modules Multisystem eXtension Interface (MXIe) PXIe-8370 and PXIe-
8374, and Peripheral Component Interconnect Express (PCIe) cable.
This link has the ability to transfer data at a rate of 10 Gbps in each
direction simultaneously.
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3.3 SYSTEM CALIBRATION
Calibration is a crucial process for microwave characterisation. Typi-
cally, it is used to correct data that has been delayed and attenuated
by imperfect elements used within the test-set of the measurement
system, such as cables and couplers [11]. For non-linear measure-
ments, it is also important to obtain absolute power calibration of
the receivers and their harmonic phase measurements aligned. For
this, an absolute two-port calibration [12] has been implemented
within the control software of this measurement system. Embedding
and de-embedding routines are also included to move both reference
planes towards the package, the device or an intrinsic plane. More-
over, dedicated calibration routines were introduced on the presented
measurement system to establish the correct operation of the spatially
distributed PXI modules. The first is used for the synchronisation
between the two chassis to ensure a time-aligned generation and the
acquisition of the I&Q data samples. The second dedicated calibration
development was to achieve a phase alignment between receivers.
The system typically stores only the raw receiver data and applies
the calibration for the analysis or to further process the measured
data. This allows for the generation of an aggregate calibration that
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combines the most appropriate calibration measurements from all
three calibration steps. The aggregate calibration is then applied for
the vector correction of the receiver data. The implementation of the
aggregate calibration simplifies the calibration process because not all
three steps have to be performed at the same time. In addition, the
three different steps are associated with the sample-clock alignment,
the correction of the receivers and the accounting for the impact of an
RF test-set; hence, it allows for more localised error analysis of the
measurement system in case of an erroneous calibration or system
performance. A corrected calibration can then be also applied to raw
data post measurements.
3.3.1 INTRA-CHASSIS TIME-BASED ALIGNMENT
Precise synchronisation between the two chassis is essential for simul-
taneous generation and acquisition. This has been achieved within the
first calibration step by running the two chassis in master and slave
configuration, with phase and sampling synchronisation being realised
using a shared 10MHz clock and a trigger signal, respectively. The trig-
ger is implemented using programmable function inputs and outputs
(PFIs) [13], which are available at each of the PXI modules within the
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specified margins. However, this is insufficient for phase-synchronised
RF measurements due to the imperfection of the on-board synchro-
nization techniques [10]. Moreover, transition time between successive
measurements also has an impact on the measurement because un-
wanted measurements are added to the measured samples [14].
Figure 3.3 depicts the generation and acquisition process after the
initial synchronisation and time-alignment of the sample clocks, with
the different measurements separated by the different signal levels.
As can be seen, an overlap between successive measurements is
presented, with sampled data affected by the transition and sampling
times within the utilised signal generators and receivers.
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Figure 3.3: Overlap problem between successive measurements with a sam-
pling rate of 10MS/s set for vector signal generators and receivers.
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To ensure the correct data analysis and the system’s dynamic range,
the time interval for each measurement has been slightly increased to
introduce guard bands between successive measurements. In addition,
to compensate for the time delay between the two chassis the fetched
samples (red trace) in Figure 3.3 can be shifted by a defined amount
of time. This approach would allow for the suitable margin between
the beginning of the measurement and the fetched samples.
Figure 3.4 shows a measured example where the generated samples
(blue trace) and fetched samples that used for the averaging process
(red trace).
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Figure 3.4: Actual example of the Synchronisation between the two chassis
while measuring with the 10W Cree device.
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In this example, the time delay to synchronise the generators and
receivers has been set to 80µsec, while the guard band to account
for the transition time is 80µsec either side of the measured samples.
This increment in time requires a minimum number of samples per
measured signal. Assuming a sampling rate (R) of 10MS/sec about
1600 sampling points are necessary for the implementation of the
guard band. For a measurement of a signal that takes 10k samples
per measurement, the measurement time per power level will be
11600 × 10−7 = 1.16 milliseconds, which provides a maximum of 862
measurements per second.
It should be noted that the number of the padded samples increases
with an increasing sampling rate. This is due to the relatively constant
timings within the set-up. Consequently, the measurement speed does
not scale linearly with the sampling rate because at high sampling
rates only a few measured IQ samples are obtained in comparison to
the large number of dummy data. Moreover, the dramatic increase
in the number of samples per measurement results in an increase in
processing time.
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3.3.2 RECEIVER PHASE AND POWER ALIGNMENT
Sharing common LO and a common reference clock does not guarantee
sufficient phase coherence between receivers [10]. This problem is
due to the difference in signal paths of the LO and the ADC sample
clock, as shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Block diagram of sharing LO between Receivers.
Moreover, because each receiver has a different internal temperature,
is located on a different clock reference bus, and Tclk does not provide
for a constant and unique solution, the length of the internal delays
varies from one device to another. This relative difference causes
phase offsets between VSAs [10].
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Figure 3.6 shows the difference between the phase of each receiver
and phase of reference receiver that is obtained during the receiver’s
phase and power alignment. The phase rotation represents a sub-
sampled dataset due to the finite centre frequency resolution. The
phase rotation does not represent a physical length of line due to
active reconfiguration of the VSAs and VSGs during their operation.
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Figure 3.6: Phase difference between each VSA and a reference channel.
To achieve absolute power alignment and improve the accuracy of the
signal power [15], the receivers’ calibration routine also performs a
power calibration of the receivers. Figure 3.7 shows a comparison
between the power reading of VSAs and the power meter reading for
the same input power level and it is clearly seen that the difference
ranges from 0 to about 2.7 dBm.
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Figure 3.7: Normalized difference in power between each VSA and the power
meter.
Phase alignment between harmonic signal components has been ac-
complished through comparisons of the same waveform measured by
all VSAs. While the power alignment has been achieved by computing
the differences between power meter reading and the VSAs’ reading
for the same input power level over a frequency grid.
The block diagram in Figure 3.8 shows a typical test set-up that been
used to compute the phase difference between each receiver and the
reference receiver, and also the power of each receiver and the power
meter. The comparison is performed over a range of frequencies and
the observed phase differences calculated and stored as phase error
terms.
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Figure 3.8: Generic block diagram of the phase alignment measurement set-
up
The phase imbalance (∆φ◦) of the power divider is taken into account
through an additional measurement (M2), where cables are swapped
between the reference receiver and another receiver; as shown in
Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Typical set-up of Splitter phase imbalance measurement.
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The difference of both measurements is directly related to the phase
imbalance according to Equation 3.1 to 3.3.
M1 : φR4 − φR5 = φ1 (3.1)
M2 : φR4r − φR5r = φ2 (3.2)
∆φ =
(φ1 − φ2)
2
(3.3)
Applying phase and magnitude correction factors has allowed accurate
calibrated phase and magnitude to be achieved at the device reference
plane.
3.3.3 REQUIREMENT FOR A DEDICATED RECEIVER CAL-
IBRATION
The requirement for a dedicated phase and magnitude calibration of
the receivers has been investigated analytically and verified experi-
mentally. Figure 3.10 shows the typical eight-term error model of
a four-receiver measurement system after a small-signal calibration
along its S00 response, an example is shown in Equation 3.4.
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Figure 3.10: The eight-error terms error model after the small signal calibra-
tion.
S00 = e00 +
(e01e10e22 − e01e10e22e33Γ3 + e01e10e23e32Γ3)
(1− e11e22 − e33Γ3 − e23e32e11Γ3 + e11e22e33Γ3) (3.4)
To account for the spatial distribution of the receivers, Figure 3.11
includes phase delays between the receivers as separate parameters
t2, t3 and t4. Here, all of the time delays are referenced to receiver 1,
which detect the a0 signal.
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Figure 3.11: Forward error model revealing the effect of the receiver’s asym-
metry.
However, these additional parameters can be folded into the eight-term
error model, which is depicted in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: Forward error model revealing the effect of the receiver’s asym-
metry while they are folded within the error term.
Therefore, both error models in Figure 3.11 and 3.12 are able to
correct for the systematic errors of the measurement system. For
example, the S00 response is derived for both networks and shown in
Equation 3.5.
S00 = e00t2 +
e01e10e22t2 − e01e10e22e33t2t3t4Γ3 + e01e10e23e32t3t4Γ3
1− e11e22 − e33t3t4Γ3 − e23e32e11t3t4Γ3 + e11e22e33t3t4Γ3 (3.5)
Because the two models produce the same S-parameter response, it is
not necessary to model the delay parameters (t2, t3 and t4) separately
for the correct S-parameters and large-signal measurements. The
error correction model in Figure 3.11 has the delay parameters folded
into the calculated error coefficients.
This situation changes during the large signal calibration stage where
the combined error term e10e01 is separated [12]. During this stage,
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Port 1 of the measurement system is connected to a receiver through
a known extension network, as depicted in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: Flow graph of the error network during the extension scenario.
The extension network acts as an adaptor in case of connector mis-
match between Port 1 and the receiver or in case both ports are
inaccessible due to space restrictions. Because the s-parameters of
extension network are known as a thru measurement2, which de-
termines the absolute phase and magnitude of the e10 error term as
shown in Equation 3.6.
S21 =
bR
a0
=
LR × e10E21
1− E11e11 − E22ΓR − E12E21e11ΓR + E11E22e11ΓR (3.6)
To calculate e10, it is vital that the receiver input port is close to 50Ω to
minimise the reflection coefficient ΓR and the delay within the receiver
is close to zero LR = 1. This assumes a minimal or zero phase delay
2In case the S-parameters are not know, a 1-port SOL calibration can be per-
formed. Here, the extension network is attached successively to SOL standards
instead of the receiver and Port 1 is used to perform calibrated s-parameter mea-
surements. During the measurements, error-terms form the preceding small-signal
calibration are utilised for Port 1.
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between the receivers that are used for the s-parameter measurement.
To meet this requirement, the receiver which is utilised during the
thru calibration is required to have its delay parameter (either t2, t3
and t4) calibrated out. As a minimum, the delay parameter needs to
be known. With the two assumptions, the S21 response of the thru
measurement simplifies to S21 =
bR
a0
=
e10E21
1− E11e11 , hence allowing for
the extraction of the e10 error term.
To verify this analysis experimentally, a large-signal calibration was
carried out without any preceding receiver calibration. In this case,
the delay parameters (t2, t3 and t4) were present during the small-
and large-signal calibrations. This includes the condition for the
receiver delay LR = 1 during the large-signal calibration, as shown in
Figure 3.13, is not met. Figure 3.14 depicts the voltage and current
waveform of a 10W Cree device in class-B bias at the output current
generator plane.
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Figure 3.14: Voltage and current waveforms of 10W Cree device when the
phase alignment between VSAs has not been applied at 1GHz frequency and
class B biasing point.
It is seen in Figure 3.14 that the measured waveforms are not phys-
ically meaningful for a device operating at class-B condition. The
current waveform has an unrestricted conduction angle with no sign
of half-rectification. Figure 3.15 and 3.16 shows the waveform mea-
surement and its associated load line of the same measurement with
the receivers’ calibration applied and the delay parameters (t2, t3 and
t4) calibrated out before the small- and large-signal calibrations are
carried out.
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Figure 3.15: Voltage and current waveforms of 10W Cree device when the
phase alignment between VSAs has been applied at 1GHz frequency and
class B biasing point.
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Figure 3.16: Load line of 10W Cree device at 1GHz frequency and class B
biasing point.
As can be seen, the depicted measurements agree very well with the
class -B theory of operation.
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3.3.4 SYSTEM CALIBRATION AND VERIFICATION
An absolute calibration [12] is conducted to establish a reference plane
at the input and output ports of the measurement system; that is, P1
and P2 in Figure 3.1. The resulting error coefficients are stored within
a database. The system typically stores only the raw receiver data and
applies the calibration for the analysis or further processing of mea-
sured data. The absolute two-port calibration has been validated on
the presented measurement system using two methods: s-parameter
and waveform measurements.
3.3.4.1 SMALL-SIGNAL CALIBRATION VERIFICATION
For the small-signal calibration, a TRL test-fixture was performed
that consists of distinct thru-, reflect- and line-standards, which were
mechanically milled out on Rogers TMM microwave laminates. To
cover the entire 1-6.6GHz frequency range, only a single line element
was employed. To estimate the quality of the calibration, the thru
standard was re-measured and compared to its ideal values following
the s-parameter calibration (s11 = s22 = 0∠0 and s12 = s21 = 1∠0) (as
illustrated in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Maximum difference between ideal and measured s-parameter of
the through standard
S11 S21 S22 S12
Mag ∆φ◦ Mag ∆φ◦ Mag ∆φ◦ Mag ∆φ◦
Ideal diff. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Max. diff. 0.026 3.13 0.015 2.3 0.026 3.1 0.01 2.1
Considering the limitation of the realised TRL Cal-kit and the number
of coaxial re-connections, the overall agreement is very good with
less than -20dB for the magnitude and less than 4◦ for the phase.
Moreover, a short and open standard that were not part of the small
signal calibration were measured on Ports 1 and 2 over the whole
range of frequencies 1–6.6 GHz. The results in Table 3.2 show the
maximum difference observed between the ideal and measured S11
and S22 value over the whole frequency range, which again shows that
the maximum magnitude difference is less than -20 dB within the S22
of short standard measurement.
Table 3.2: The maximum difference between measured and ideal s-
parameter of the short and open standard
Standard Short Open
Factor S11 S22 S11 S22
Ideal 0 0 0 0
Observed 0.053 0.09 0.065 0.08
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To evaluate the small-signal calibration over the passive impedance
plane, additional measurements on the thru-standard were performed
under different load conditions. Here, the active load-pull emulated
the load-reflection coefficients up to a magnitude of Γ21 = 0.9 using
a spiral a21 injection pattern. The measured S21 values of the thru-
standard are shown in Figure 3.17.
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Figure 3.17: S21 of the thru standard over different load conditions and 1GHz
operating frequency
The figure shows that maximum deviation from the ideal thru perfor-
mance is less than 0.02, which indicates a source/load match error
around -34 dB, and an excellent small-signal calibration validity over
the Smith Chart.
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3.3.4.2 LARGE-SIGNAL WAVEFORM MEASUREMENT
For further verification and validation of the measurement system,
time domain waveform measurements were conducted and compared
with waveforms from a sampling oscilloscope. Three separate VSG
modules were used to generate a waveform consisting of three harmon-
ics and were simultaneously measured by a Tektronix oscilloscope
(500 samples per average) and the VSA receivers at the calibrated Port
2 of the measurement system, as shown in Figure 3.18.
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Figure 3.18: Generic block diagram of the waveform measurement verifica-
tion.
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Given that the generated travelling waveform was directly inserted into
the oscilloscope, no large signal calibration was required for its mea-
surements, while the generated signal measured by the VSAs has been
corrected by applying the calibration error model for the measurement
system. Waveform measurements were conducted simultaneously by
both receiver types at different fundamental power levels ranging over
the combined dynamic range. The relationship between the harmonics
was kept constant. A selection of the performed measurements is
shown in Figure 3.19. The comparison has shown a good agreement
between the two waveforms sets. Table 3.3 quantifies the maximum
difference that has been observed over the three harmonics for 3 differ-
ent power levels ranging from -20 dBm to 10dBm. It can be seen that
both measurements produce almost the same time-domain waveform.
The small differences are subscribed to the difference between the
input impedance of the oscilloscope and the 50Ω termination that was
used during the large-signal calibration.
Table 3.3: Comparison between waveforms measured by Scope (S) and the
measurement system (M) for three harmonics (H)
H S(dBm) M(dBm) ∆(dBm) S(φ◦) M(φ◦) ∆(φ◦)
1F0 -22.05 -21.85 0.2 0.0 ◦ 0.0 ◦ 0.0 ◦
2F0 -24.58 -24.84 0.3 177.7 ◦ 175.9◦ 1.78 ◦
3F0 -8.7 -9.04 0.32 -56.1◦ -57.7◦ 1.61◦
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Figure 3.19: Comparison between waveforms measured by oscilloscope and
the measurement system at different power levels.
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3.4 MEASUREMENT SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
To assess the system’s performance and to evaluate its adaptability,
quality of the measured data, dynamic range, standard deviation, and
the quality of the samples distribution, power sweep measurements
were performed on a packaged 10 W GaN HEMT operating at 1GHz
while biased in class B using VGS =-3.2 V and VDS =28 V.
3.4.1 DYNAMIC RANGE AND MEASUREMENT SPEED
The presented measurement system has first been evaluated in terms
of the dynamic range and the measurement speed. Regarding the
dynamic range, six harmonics of the 10 W Cree device have been
measured over an input power range of 70 dB, as shown in Figure 3.20.
The fundamental frequency of 1 GHz and the first five harmonics were
chosen to cover the whole frequency range of the measurement system
(1-6 GHz) while the device was terminated into 50Ω. The measurement
result in Figure 3.20 shows that the dynamic range of the system
approaches 100 dB.
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Figure 3.20: Harmonic measurement of the 10W Cree device while operating
at 1GHz fundamental frequency and class B biasing condition.
To further verify the measurement system and its alignment with the
theory, the influence of the averaging on the dynamic range has been
investigated. An example is shown in Figure 3.20, where an additional
5th harmonic measurement utilising 100 averages was performed. The
measured signal-to-noise ratio has increased, in accordance with the-
ory, by about 20 dB. Because the measurement system directly detects
the voltage, which has been down-converted to DC, the signal to- noise
ratio should scale with (1/
√
N), with (N ) being the number of averages.
Therefore, the signal-to-noise ratio of a power signal P ∝ V 2 should
improve with an increasing (1/
√
N)2 = 1/N number of averages per
measurement. For 100 averages, the resulting improvement should
be 10× log(100) = 20dB and for 10,000 an increase of up to 40 dB. The
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difference between both average settings is 20 dB, as confirmed by the
5th harmonic measurement.
The measurement speed of the system during the fundamental power
sweep has been quantified. This was measured over various numbers
of averages per measurement, ranging from 100 to 10K; as shown in
Figure 3.21.
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Figure 3.21: Execution speed of the PXIe based measurement system over
different samples per average.
As predicted, the measurement speed is inversely proportional to the
number of averages per measurement. The maximum measurement
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approaches 700 measurements/sec at 100 samples/averages. This
measurement speed includes the measurement time and processing
of the data, and shows the results of the fundamental power sweep at
sampling rate of 10MHz/sec.
3.4.2 STANDARD DEVIATION MEASUREMENT
The standard deviation of the raw measured samples provides an
indication of the noise floor at the receiver plane. Consequently, the
standard deviation of the measurement system has been assessed
through different cases while measuring the second harmonic signal
of 10 W Cree device at the same operating conditions that been applied
through the previous measurement. In this case the sampling rate has
been changed for two different values. For each value, the number of
samples per measurement has been changed to 100 samples and 10
k samples. The resulting standard deviation is shown in Figure 3.22.
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Figure 3.22: Standard deviation measurement of second harmonic signal
Figure 3.22 shows the dependence of the measurement on these
different setting parameters. As can be seen, the standard deviation
for both measurements using 100 and 10 K averages is the same. This
agrees well with the theory because an increase in averaging does not
decrease the noise floor but allows for a more accurate cancellation of
the noise contributions contained within each measured sample.
The impact of the IQ sampling rate on the measurement system was
also assessed. The measurements with 100 and 10K samples per
average were carried out at a reduced IQ sampling rate of 1 MHz.
Assuming a constant noise power spectral density, the noise f in dB
should rise with the instantaneous measurement bandwidth (BW) by
10 log10 (BW ). Therefore, a drop from 10 to 1 MHz should improve
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the signal-to-noise ratio by about 10 dB. This lines up well with the
depicted noise floor of the second power sweep at about -76 dBm.
A calculation of noise power spectral density for both utilised IQ
sampling rates delivers approximately the same and constant value
over a range of measurement settings:
− 67dBm− 10log (10× 106) dB = −136dBm/Hz
≈ −76dBm− 10log (1× 106)dB = −136 dBm/Hz (3.7)
This figure represents a compound of the noise contributions from the
receivers, with a thermal noise floor at about -158 dBm/Hz [16], the
phase noise within the signal, and the device output noise. The phase
noise element is confirmed through an additional measurement with
all signal sources being switched off, providing a figure that is about
-2dB lower. Given that the system is set-up for power measurements
up to 100 W, a 54 dB of attenuation in total is used between the
DUT and the receiver. Therefore, the impact from noise floor at the
device terminal can be assumed to be negligible, which suggest the
potential application of the system for noise type characterisations
with a more suitable test-set. These results also demonstrate the
correct implementation of the system control software, the system
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reconfigurability and the underlying quality of the measurement data
in the presence of noise.
3.4.3 ANALYSIS AND UTILISATION OF DATA STATISTICS
Because the statistical data is directly linked (at least within the
present set-up) to the fundamental behaviour of the PXIe instrumen-
tation, it lends itself to the continuous monitoring of the correct oper-
ation of the measurement system. For instance, a misalignment of the
sequencing within generators or the receivers will produce significant
changes within the standard deviation of the measured signals. To
illustrate this point, 10 k samples of the IQ measurements were taken
from the high and low power level of the 2nd harmonic power sweep, as
depicted in Figure 3.20, to generate histograms of two different power
levels. The resulting graphs are depicted in Figure 3.23 (a), (b), (c),
and (d).
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Figure 3.23: Histogram representation of measurements consisting each of
10k samples of the second harmonic signal (b22) at two power levels mea-
sured from 10 W Cree device. Bias point: Vgs=-3.2 V, Vds=28 V. Fundamental
frequency 1GHz.
Figure 3.23a and 3.23b represent the I&Q data of a signal with a
relatively high-power value and show the statistical distribution of
the detected 10,000 samples during a single measurement. The
histograms have a normal distribution of the samples that can be fit
by a normally-distributed probability density function. This holds true
also at lower power levels, as shown in Figure 3.23c and 3.23d.
For a robust representation of the measurement average, several
averaging algorithms have been investigated, including mean, median,
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and mode. The mean is the average of the all measured samples, while
the mode is the result of taking the most common value within the
measured samples. The median is the value of a sample correspondent
to the index
(n+ 1)
2
where “n” is the number of samples.
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Figure 3.24: Comparison between the utilisation of mean, mode, and median
for samples averaging process
Figure 3.24 shows the different averaging methods for the same 2nd
harmonic power sweep as shown in Figure 3.20. It can be seen that
the mean algorithm is the most consistent and stable across the
entire range of power levels. The higher frequency of the zero value
within the detected samples, as seen in Figure 3.23c and 3.23d, at low
power levels (approaching -105 dBm) causes inconsistencies within
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the median and mode results because the algorithms identify the
sample that occupies the highest frequency, which is often a zero
value in the measurement of low power signals.
3.5 CHAPTER SUMMARY
A high-speed non-linear RF characterisation system that is able to
execute 200 measurements per second for the fundamental power
sweep has been presented and validated. The system is configured by
modular PXIe instrumentations distributed on two PXIe chassis, with
a high degree of customisation, down to I/O pin level. The system can
readily be re-configured and it delivers a high-level of flexibility, which
provide for a software-defined nonlinear measurement system. In ad-
dition to the synchronization techniques that are provided by the PXIe
instrumentation, a simple synchronization routine that guarantees
fetching the correct samples during the characterization process has
been implemented. Moreover, a suitable absolute 2-port calibration,
which reflects the local distribution of the systems architecture has
been implemented and verified. The verification has been achieved
on several aspects, including the S-parameter measurement of the
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Through standard. This kind of verification showed a good a agree-
ment with the ideal values that are expected to be measured. On the
other hand and for further verification, the measured waveforms by
the PXIe system were compared to measurements from the Tektronix
sampling oscilloscope, which are again, a very good agreement be-
tween the two different measurement systems has been shown. By
using suitable averaging methods and data processing, the system’s
dynamic range is shown to reach up to 100 dB with a noise floor
at about -136 dBm/Hz. Monitoring the statistics of the measured
samples allows for instantaneous and continuous evaluation of the
status of the measurement system and the quality of the performed
measurements.
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CHAPTER 4
AUTOMATED FUNDAMENTAL LOAD-PULL
MEASUREMENT
4.1 INTRODUCTION
TO effectively capture a DUTs performance for a RF PA or systemdesign, large-signal characterisations are required that entail a
set of comprehensive load-pull measurements. Due to the time taken
for these measurements, device manufacturing industries typically
only employ a simplified and streamlined set of measurements, focus-
ing more on DC and S-parameter pass/fail type measurement regimes
[1]. The excessive time required for load-pull measurements is caused
by several problems. First, the traditional active load-pull systems are
typically operated by a human, where the bottle-neck becomes the
speed at which a human can set-up and control the characterization
process. For example, the location of the measurements grid and the
optimum impedance has to be predefined to provide an initial estimate
of optimum impedance.
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Another related aspect is the nature of how active load-pull systems
are driven and their reliance on a feedback mechanism to obtain target
impedances and keep them over a range of DUT operating conditions,
such as bias, frequency or drive power [2]. This measurement strategy
would require many iterations to achieve load target with a sufficient
accuracy when those iterations are consuming most of the measure-
ment time. It has been reported that time taken by a single load-pull
measurement is about 1 second when a passive load-pull system
is used and is 0.4 second when an active load-pull system is used,
while it is 0.19 sec when using a hybrid digital tuner [3, 4]. Even the
fastest reported results would allow only 25 load-pull measurements
per second [5], which is prohibitively slow within a manufacturing
environment where hundreds of measurements are required within
less than a second. In reality; any load-pull measurements would
have to be added onto existing characterisation regimes, leaving only
a fraction of second available.
This chapter will present an automated fundamental active load-pull
measurement process by which human interaction and load-pull iter-
ations can be reduced or even eliminated through the integration of a
real-time behavioural model extractor within the measurement control
software [6, 7]. The load-based Cardiff behavioural model has been
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exploited to allow for the prediction of DUT response (b21) at target load
conditions. This has enabled the development of an automated model
driven load-pull that can track and define the optimum impedance of
an unknown DUT within a few seconds.
Moreover, the automated load-pull measurement process has been
extended to define the optimum impedance at multiple power levels
within one measurement session, further reducing the large signal
DUT characterisation because the requirement to repeat the same
process at every power level has almost been eliminated because
there will be no need to conduct the process of finding the optimum
impedance correspondent to the new power level. This approach has
been extended to second harmonic load-pull measurements using
load-based Cardiff behavioural mixed model.
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4.2 AUTOMATED ACTIVE LOAD-PULL MEASUREMENT
Figure 4.1 shows the system configuration on which the process of
the automated fundamental load-pull measurements was developed.
The generic system configuration is similar to the measurement setup
that was used in [7].
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Figure 4.1: System configuration of the fundamental Load-pull measure-
ment.
During the automated process, the decision for a measurement to
be performed is paramount. Consequently, the automated measure-
ment process follows simple and well-defined steps with continuous
operational limit checks.
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Figure 4.2 illustrates a simplified flow diagram of the whole measure-
ment process.
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Figure 4.2: Flow diagram of the automated model-based active load-pull
measurements
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All of the operations and algorithms that have been included in the
automated process have been implemented using LabVIEW software.
According to the users preferences, the automated load-pull can locate
optimum impedances required for the maximum output power or
efficiency.
The process begins by placing the DUT into its safest operating point,
here presumed to be the 50Ω system characteristic impedance that is
standard in RF test- and characterisation. The initial power sweeps
allow the suitable drive power range to be identified. The boundary
conditions are used for an initial load-pull around the 50Ω system’s
impedance. Only small deviations from the centre of the Smith chart
are performed here just sufficient to generate an initial nonlinear
Cardiff model. The nonlinear model is then utilised to drive the
active load-pull system. This uses a set of target impedances on
the Smith chart to compute the required values for the load-pull
signal to be injected to scan the desired impedance area. The use of
a nonlinear model allows us to account for the DUT nonlinearities
and eliminate any load-pull iteration within an impedance area for
which the model has been generated. In case the targeted impedance
space lies outside the definition of the Cardiff model, the software
approaches the problem in multiple steps. The number of steps
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depends on how far the Cardiff model is allowed to predict DUT
nonlinear behaviour outside of its definition space. This parameter is a
setting parameter within the system software. Any new measurements
are continuously added to the Cardiff model, hence progressively
expanding its definition area during the ongoing DUT characterisation.
This process assumes that no prior DUT characterisation took place
and that no Cardiff model exists. However, if a model does already
exist, then no initial power sweep or load-pull measurements are
required.
4.2.1 INITIAL MEASUREMENTS
The automated load-pull process includes two initialisation steps:
power sweep of the DUT, and initial load-pull grid measurement. The
first measurement, which is terminated by the system’s characteristic
impedance, is performed to define a valid input power range over
which load-pull sweeps can be performed and allows for an initial
estimation of device gain. Typically, the maximum drive power is
set to a value that limits the gain compression to -1 dB because
it is within the range of the designer’s interest. This sweep is also
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exploited for computing system reflection coefficient ΓL—which will
be detailed in section 4.3—and ratio of the device response between
successive measurements, which are essential for automated load-pull
measurement over different drive power levels a11 at the input, section
4.2.4.
The second measurement of the automated process is the initial load-
pull measurement grid, which is shown in Figure 4.3. This mea-
surement is set around 50Ω while its maximum point is based on a
|a21| = 10− 20% weighting of the measured fundamental reverse trav-
elling waveform at the fundamental frequency |b21|. The percentage
that is applied to |a21| has been selected to keep the load-pull grid as
close as possible to the 50Ω region, where the computed |b21| is still
valid while the load impedances are still clearly differentiable. There
are no specific impedance targets for this initial impedance sweep but
the objective here is to obtain localised load perturbation around the
50Ω system characteristic impedance. Typically, a spiral shape is used
for the injected |a21| signal grid because various magnitude and phase
can be covered within the measured area efficiently, which enables a
better load-based model to be generated [8].
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4.2.2 LOAD-BASED CARDIFF BEHAVIOURAL MODEL
The initial load-pull measurements performed in the first steps are
used to generate a load-based Cardiff model, as defined in Equa-
tion 4.1. Within the polynomial, the user-specified parameter M de-
termines the model complexity while the Kp,q values are the extracted
model coefficients.
b21 =
D=1∑
D=0
C=+(M−D+1)∑
C=−(M−D)
K|C|+2D,C |Γ21||C|+2D
(
Γ21
|Γ21|
)C
(4.1)
This is the previously published Cardiff model [7, 9, 10], which is
reformulated to utilise impedance targets instead of the a21 travelling
waveforms as the dependent variable. In order to extract the model
coefficients, the least mean square algorithm (LMS) is involved, as
illustrated in Equation 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 to change the coefficient of
the K matrix to allow for a computation of the model’s best fit upon
the provided measured data.
[b21] = [Γ21]× [K] (4.2)
[Γ21]
H · [b21] = [Γ21]H · [Γ21] · [K] (4.3)
[K] = [Γ21]
H [Γ21] · ([Γ21]H × [b21])−1 (4.4)
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The model’s compatibility can be quantified by comparing the b21
predicted by the model to the b21 that been used to generate the model.
Once the agreement between the two quantities is sufficient, the model
can be used for the next impedance space. The quality of the generated
model is affected by the model’s complexity and measurement quantity,
and also by the signal to noise ratio [10]. For example, if the number
of load-pull measurement is less than the number of the exponents,
then the model coefficient the LMS algorithm will not converge due to
there being more unknown quantities than known quantities.
To define the required model order for the optimum impedance track-
ing process, several model complexities ranging from 3rd to 9th have
been investigated. The result has been quantified by calculating the
normalised mean square error (NMSE) Equation 4.5 [11] between
measured and targeted loads as illustrated in Table 4.1.
NMSE = 10log(
∑ |Γmeas − Γtarget|2∑ |Γmeas|2 (4.5)
The table shows that average error increases whenever a high order
model is used during the optimum impedance tracking process. This
refers to the intermodulation products that are generated through the
measurement, in which third order model (relatively M=1 in Equa-
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tion 4.1) would be convenient to present the measurement data with
an average error around (-36 dB), while overfitting problem presents
when 9th order is used.
Table 4.1: NMSE of different Cardiff behavioural model complexities
Complexity 3rd 5th 7th 9th
n 1 2 3 4
Error (dB) -36 -35.3 -35.5 error
4.2.3 OPTIMUM IMPEDANCE TRACKING
If the impedance space, which is targeted during the load-pull mea-
surements, lies outside the impedance area that was used to derive
the Cardiff model, then the automated process switches to tracking
the DUT performance utilising the variations located within a mea-
sured space. Here, the measured data are used to update the model
while the local maximum of output power or efficiency are used as a
starting point for the next set of target impedances. In essence, the
automated process tracks these optimum values through a successive
set of load-pull measurements until it reaches a global optimum, as
shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Example of the optimum impedance tracking process of 10W Cree
device operating at 1GHz and class B condition and a11 = 18.3dBm
Here, the automated active load-pull measurement has been per-
formed on a 10 W Wolfspeed packaged device at constant input drive
power level, a 1 GHz operating frequency and a bias point VGS= -3.2 V,
VDS=28 V. To a certain degree, the Cardiff model can extrapolate the
DUT behaviour beyond the measurement space [12]. The automated
load-pull measurement somewhat relies on this model capability. As
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shown in Figure 4.3, the successive load-pull grids are overlapping
to ensure that the new set of target impedances is contained within
the space over which the Cardiff model achieves correct extrapola-
tion. In Figure 4.3, each new target grid is centred around the selected
impedance that relates to the particular optimum the system is search-
ing for. The maximum output power is calculated using Equation 4.6
[13], while the targeted grid size has been chosen to match the size of
the previous grid.
Pout =
|b21|2 − |a21|2
2
(4.6)
Once a new target location is decided, the device response b21 for
those loads target impedance can be predicted using the previously
generated load-based model [K] by applying Equation 4.7 and then
the required signal to be injected at the device reference plane a21 is
computed using Equation 4.8.
[b21pridected] = [K].[Γ21target] (4.7)
[a21,pridected] = [Γ21,target] · [b21,pridected] (4.8)
To obtain a good prediction of the device response during the auto-
mated process, the model is generated by concatenating the previously
measured data, as shown in Figure 4.4, achieving an NMSE between
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measured and predicted b21 as low as -49.8 dB. The resulting NMSE
error between target and measured loads is about -36dB.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison between concatenated measured and modelled b21s
when 3rd order model is used for load-pull measurement on a 10 W Cree device
operates at 1 GHz and class B biasing point and a11 = 18.3dBm
It has been found that 15 measurements within each grid are sufficient
to achieve successful tracking process. A further reduction of load
impedances might cause an inaccurate determination of the optimum
impedance.
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To avoid excessive stress on the device due to high load reflection coef-
ficients and to minimise the number of measurements, a comparison
between targeted and predicted a21 values is continuously performed
during the automated tracking process. Eventually, the model is re-
populated with latest measurements and the same impedance space
is re-measured. In case the new local maxima start decreasing, a final
load-pull measurement is initiated that covers a larger impedance
space to obtain relevant contour plots at a given power level; as shown
in Figure 4.5.
	
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
Figure 4.5: Load-pull power contours of 10 W Cree device at constant power
level (A11 = 18.3 dBm) and 1GHz operating frequency. Bias point: VGS =-3.2
V and VDS= 28 V
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The entire process of identifying the optimum contour plots as demon-
strated here takes only a few seconds. In the case of the 10W Cree
device, it took about 6.8 seconds (including a 50Ω power sweep grid
consisting of 15 drive levels). It should be noted that in case the same
device or similar is measured, then only the last step for the measure-
ment of the contour plot is required [14]. In this case, the resulting
measurement duration is only 1.4 sec, including pre-processing, ac-
quisition, and post-processing of data.
4.2.4 LOAD-PULL OVER POWER-SWEEP
The realised tracking process assumes a constant drive power level. To
facilitate load-pull measurements over a dynamic range, an efficient
power scaling of the injected signal a21 is required. This is achieved
using the scaling factor S(i) computed during the 50Ω power sweep
measurement; as briefly mentioned in section4.2.1. These factors are
the ratio between each two successive b21 measurements, as shown in
Equation 4.9, where (i) is the drive power level index (i > 0), and PS
referring to the power sweep measurement.
S(i) =
|b(21,i)|ps
|b(21,i−1)|ps (4.9)
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This is used to predict the first power-scaled response of the measured
device, as shown in Equation 4.10, with i representing a drive power
level index while LP is an indication that the value was measured
during the load-pull measurement. The underlying assumption here
is that the curvature of a power sweeps remains relatively constant
with the setting of the load impedance.
b(21,i)LP = b(21,i−1)LP × S(i) (4.10)
The power-scaled a21 values that are required for the load-pull at a
different device drive level are obtained from the target impedances
[Γ21,Target] of the previous power level. The resulting impedance grid is
measured and then used to calculate a new load-based behavioural
model. The same model is then populated by any new data that
is produced by successive impedance sweeps that are necessary to
identify a new optimum impedance region. An example of the power
scaling is demonstrated in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Tracking optimum impedances of the 10W Cree device for a two
drive power levels (A11 = 19.65 dBm, and A11 =0.56 dBm). Bias point: Vgs=-
3.2V, Vds=28 V. Fundamental freq. 1 GHz
Figure 4.6 depicts the continued tracking towards an optimum device
impedance for a device drive power of 19.6 dBm after which the drive
power is reduced to 0.56 dBm and a new tracking process is initiated.
As can be seen, after a drop of the injected input power by about
19 dBm, a similar load-pull pattern is reproduced at virtually the
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same location of the Smith chart. This power scaling process avoids
any uncontrolled jumps in load-pull impedances for a large range of
device input power values and ensures its safe operation during a fully
automated load-pull process while greatly minimising the number of
additional measurements. To give an example, an entire process of
identifying optimum impedances at six different power levels, ranging
from 5.6 to 19.6 dBm, which takes about 7.8 seconds.
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4.3 CHARACTERISATION OF TEST-SET NONLINEARITIES
Two additional aspects have to be taken into account to achieve a good
agreement between a target and measured impedances during the
active load-pull measurements, which are: the measurement system
mismatch, and the impact of the test-set components on the injected
signal.
The system mismatch ΓL, as illustrated in Figure 4.7, is caused by the
imperfections of the load-pull components such as the circulator and
the generator input impedance. The signal attenuation and gain also
introduce a power dependent offset between the generator setting and
the calculated a21 values at the measurement reference plane, which
are required for the generation of targeted impedances.
 
Generator Reference Plane 
a21  
 DUT 
 
 
 
 
Coupler 
Test-fixture Reference Plane 
Load 
Gen  
b21 b21 
a21 + (b21 × Γ𝐿) Bias Tee 
Circulator 
Figure 4.7: Illustration of the system’s mismatch influence on the synthe-
sised load impedance.
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This mismatch is defined in Equation 4.11 with PS referring to the
value being acquired during the power sweep step, which is performed
at the beginning of the automated process. During this measurement,
the load generator is off and only the source generator is on. In this
case, there is an opportunity to measure the reflectivity of the load
generator, wherein the reflected signal represents the a21,ps signal when
the load generator is off, and b21,ps is the device output at the power
sweep measurement. Thus, the value of the calculated ΓL represents
the reflectivity of the load generator. The signal contribution due to
the measurement system mismatch ΓL is taken into account using
Equation 4.12.
ΓL = (a21,ps)/(b21,ps) (4.11)
a21,set = a21,predicted − a21,reflected = a21,predicted − (ΓL × b21,predicted) (4.12)
Several different approaches can be utilised in an effort to identify the
power-dependent complex gain of the RF path within the test-set. A
numerical technique [7, 15] allows us to compensate for any differ-
ences between the measured and target load values through the use
of successive iterations. Relatively simple methods, such as Newton-
Raphson (NR) algorithm, provide a robust and continuously improving
approximation at the expense of a large number of iterations. To avoid
the resulting drop in measurement’s speed, an alternative approach
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has been chosen. Within this work, the path of an injected signal has
been modelled and then used to provide for an accurate link between
the generator and measurement reference planes. Two different mod-
elling approaches were investigated; a simple look-up table (LUT), and
a behavioural model. These two methods have been implemented, veri-
fied, and embedded within the software of the presented measurement
system.
4.3.1 LOOK-UP TABLE APPROACH
The look-up table approach is achieved using the measurement config-
uration that is illustrated in Figure 4.8. The setup includes all of the
hardware required for the load-pull measurement to ensure that every
loss and amplification is included in the model computation. This
measurement requires port 1 and port 2 to be terminated to minimise
unwanted signal reflections during the measurement of a travelling
waves.
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Figure 4.8: Generator calibration configuration
Given that the absolute AM-to-AM and AM-to-PM values of the load-
pull power amplifier (LPA) exhibit relatively strong variations within
the gain, especially when the LPA is driven at high power level. To keep
the number of required measurements at a minimum, the utilised
LUT model is based on choosing the nearest value to the desired
power level. The table includes the indexed values of the measured
a2 as well as the phase and magnitude correction factors (CF ). The
values are then stored as correction factors, which are representing
the magnitude and phase response of the RF test-set path.
CF =
a2
aLP
(4.13)
The calculated magnitude CFs shown in Figure 4.9 (black trace) show
a dependence on the gain of the LPA path. At the flat gain region,
the value of the CFs are relatively constant, with an accelerating drop
once the PA starts operating within the nonlinear region.
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Figure 4.9: Generator setting versus a21 -wave measured, gain and associ-
ated correction factors of the PA.
The look-up table is used to translate the required a-wave signal at
the DUT reference plane to its corresponding generator settings. For
example, if the a-wave at the device reference plane is a2, then the
related correction factor will be looked-up from the stored look-up
table. To apply the correction factor, Equation 4.13 will be solved for
aLP . The implementation utilises nearest value, therefore, for power
values between the indexed a2 data points, the nearest power index
is looked-up and the associated magnitude and phase CF are used
to compensate the loss and amplification through the signal path
between the load-pull generator and the DUT reference plane.
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To experimentally verify this approach over a set of generator settings,
a direct comparison between the target and measured power points is
illustrated in Figure 4.10. The comparison shows that both planes are
almost identical after applying the generator calibration, with NMSE=
-36 dB.
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Figure 4.10: Practical verification of the model, and the LUT approach for
predicting the generator setting
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4.3.2 DESCRIPTIVE FUNCTION APPROACH
A polynomial equation can be used as an alternative approach to the
look-up table to characterise the path of a DUT injected signal. The
required measurement configuration to generate this model is the
same as that shown in Figure 4.8.
Fundamentally, the nonlinear large-signal travelling wave response
at the DUT output (a2) of a PA in such measurement configuration is
mathematically related to the generated travelling wave stimulus aLP
that is provided by the VSGs. The nonlinearity of the generated signal
is a consequence of the PAs behaviour when driven at the high-power
level. Therefore, the extracted model coefficient must quantify the
generic relationship; a2 = F (aLP ).
The load based-model Equation 4.1 that was mentioned in section
4.2.2, was specifically reformulated to Equation 4.14 to provide a
simplified polynomial equation, where n is the equation order and K
is the extracted model coefficients.
aLP =
(
a2
|a2|
)
n=∞∑
n=0
K2n+1 |a2|2n+1 (4.14)
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For the model generation, an aLP spiral shown in Figure 4.11 is
generated by the VSG and the a2 response measured by a receiver
(VSA) within the measurement system.
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Figure 4.11: A 13th order generator calibration’s model verification.
To achieve full utilisation of the load-pull power amplifier, the magni-
tude values span over the same dynamic range of the PA performance
and within the compression region is shown in Figure 4.9. Typi-
cally, gain compression levels above 3 dB are avoided. This allows
for the load-pull amplifiers to operate into their nonlinear regime and
minimise their cost impact on the overall system.
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Required model order has been investigated by computing the NMSE
between the actual aLP settings and the values predicted by the models.
Table 4.2 show that minimum NMSE for the model is achieved when
the 13th order is used, relatively (n)=6 in Equation 4.14. This has been
shown clearly in Figure 4.11, where the high agreement between the
actual aLP settings and the values predicted by the model is achieved.
Table 4.2: Calculated NMSE from different model orders
Complexity 3rd 5th 7th 9th 11th 13th
n 1 2 3 4 5 6
Error (dB) -25.1 -29.5 -34.7 -39.6 -44.34 -47
To practically verify the prediction of the generated model coefficient
for an appropriate generator setting, a direct comparison between
required and measured power points has been made and shown
in Figure 4.10. The resulting difference in magnitude is shown in
Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison between required and measured a21 at a DUT ref-
erence plane
It is seen that excellent agreement is obtained over a dynamic range
of 75 dB, including the 3 dB compression region of the PA, using
a 13th order model. This figure illustrates also the average residual
difference between target and measured powers for both the Cardiff
model and the LUT, when they are obtained from the same power
sweep shown in Figure 4.9 (i.e., 14 measurements are utilise. The
average residual difference between target and measured powers is 0.1
dB for the Cardiff model. Meanwhile, when using the LUT, the average
magnitude residual difference for the same number of measurements
is slightly lower at approx. 0.06 dB.
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This comparison has been expanded over a range of measurements,
which is used for the generation of both models. The results are shown
in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: NMSE comparison when different number of measurements are
used to generate the Look-up Table (LUT) and Cardiff model (C.M)
No. meas. 14 21 28 36
Er./C.M -23.6 -23.5 -23.5 -23.4
Er./LUT -23.3 -23.63 -23.7 -23.59
As can be seen, 14 measurements are sufficient for an accurate aLP
prediction. Both models exhibit similar error, approx. -23 dB, over the
increasing number of measurements. In fact, the LUT model shows a
slightly better overall performance, despite its simplicity.
The generated model has been experimentally used during a load-pull
measurement to predict a generator setting required for emulating
specific load targets on the Smith chart.
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Figure 4.13: Comparison between target and measured loads at a DUT ref-
erence plane
Figure 4.13 shows clearly the agreement between the target and mea-
sured loads within NMSE equal to -34.4 dB. It should be noted that
to obtain these results, a Cardiff model for DUT was employed to
predict its nonlinear response. The DUT model constantly updates
from any incoming measurement data. The comparison has shown
again the high agreement between measured and targeted loads for a
load-pull measurement performed on the 10 W Cree device at 1 GHz.
The results might ultimately be a combination of both models (DUT
and LPA) models.
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4.4 SECOND HARMONIC LOAD-PULL
Upgrading the load-pull measurement capability to provide for har-
monic load-pull is crucial for the nonlinear characterisation of RF
devices. In particular, second harmonic load-pull capability would
allow for the targeting of high efficiency PAs because it includes the
optimum termination of the second harmonic impedance [16, 17].
Within the presented measurement system, an additional VSG has
been assigned for the second harmonic signal while the triplexer,
as shown in Figure 4.1, is used to combine the fundamental (a21),
and second harmonic (a22) waves. The second harmonic load-pull
measurement is carried out while the fundamental tone is kept at
a constant at the optimum impedance for output power. All of the
other higher harmonics were terminated into 50Ω. The flow graphs for
performing this measurement are shown in Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14: The flow diagram of the 2F0 measurement
This measurement is an extension of the fundamental load-pull mea-
surement that was explained in section 4.2. To achieve a success-
ful load-pull measurement at the second harmonic, the load-based
Cardiff behavioural model Equation 4.1 has been reformulated to
Equation 4.15.
b2h =
∑
a
∑
b
∑
c
∑
d
Ka,b,c,d |Γ21|a
(
Γ21
|Γ21|
)b
|Γ22|c
(
Γ22
|Γ22|
)d
(4.15)
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This equation is exclusive for a mixed load-based Cardiff behavioural
model of the fundamental and second harmonic. The ’K’ term is for the
extractable coefficient while (a, b, c, d) are the associated exponents
that are used for a model order. Table 4.4 shows an example of the
exponents that have to be used when the mixed model of the F0 and
2F0 are 3rd and 1st respectively.
Table 4.4: Example of the mixed model exponents , (3rd order of F0 and 1st
order of 2F0 )
Exp.
Index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
|Γ21| (a) 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3
∠Γ21(b) 0 0 1 1 -1 -1 2 2 0 0 1 1
|Γ22| (c) 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
∠Γ22(d) 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
Model generation of the second harmonic requires an initial load-pull
measurement similar to the initial measurement of the fundamental
load-pull. This measurement is set again around the 50Ω system
impedance and the maximum power level for a22 set to (50-100%) of
the b22 values that been obtained during the 50Ω power sweep. The
maximum point has been selected to be sufficiently large to cover as
large area as possible on the Smith chart while containing the load
values within the passive impedance range. This would allow for the
generation of a mixed model to predict the second harmonic response
at any load condition.
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An example of the initial second harmonic load-pull measurement
is shown in Figure 4.15a, which clearly shows a skew within the
distribution of the 2F0 harmonic loads. This initial data is then used
to extract an updated Cardiff model. The resulting accuracy for set-
ting 2F0 impedances across the entire Smith chart depends on the
extrapolation capability of the generated mixed-model from the initial
measurement. In this case, the second harmonic load targets are not
sufficiently accurate, and a second iteration of the Cardiff model is
computed utilising the additional data. Figure 4.15b shows the second
harmonic load target after performing the second iteration.
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Figure 4.15: 2F0 Load-pull measurements, (a) initial load-pull measure-
ments. (b) Comparison between measured and target 2f0 loads
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Table 4.5 summarises the whole process of targeting several 2f0 loads
on smith chart while using the load based mixed-Cardiff behavioural
model.
Table 4.5: Summary of the second harmonic load-pull measurements
Iteration
Mag. of
Γ22
NMSE
Model
Order
No.
Measur. Time(sec)
Initial – – – 324 4
2nd 0.7 -22.29 3rd + 22 1.19
3rd 0.9 -18.93 5th +22 1.19
4th 1 -23.31 5th +22 1.03
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4.5 CHAPTER SUMMARY
An integration of the load-based Cardiff behavioural model within
a high-speed measurement system has achieved a fully-automated
nonlinear measurement process for RF devices. Only 6.8 seconds
are required to identify optimum impedances of an unknown device,
including the plotting of its output power contours. The automated
nonlinear characterisation process has been extended to include differ-
ent drive power levels within one measurement session. To minimise
the number of additional measurements, prior data from an initial
power sweep has been utilised. Consequently, the identification of
optimum impedances at five additional power levels takes less than 1.2
seconds, with a total of less than 8 seconds when including the load
pull measurements of the first power level. In addition, the nonlinear
measurements has been extended to include load-pull at harmonic
frequencies. The results shows the ability of the mixed load-based
Cardiff behavioural model to successfully predict the required injected
signal for emulating a 2F0 load target located at |Γ22| = 0.7 from the
first iteration within an NMSE =-22 dB. The mixed model generation
required for the second harmonic load-pull requires an initial measure-
ment similar to the initial load-pull measurements that are performed
during the fundamental load-pull measurement.
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Moreover, an investigation of the different approaches for the modelling
of the nonlinear RF test-set path has been carried out. The models
have been experimentally validated under large-signal excitations
and their performance compared. Both methods have shown a very
good agreement between measured and targeted powers, wherein
the average magnitude residual difference for the same number of
measurements is 0.1 dB. It has been found that 14 measurements are
enough to generate sufficiently accurate models with an average NMSE
error at approx. -23 dB. This investigation has clearly demonstrated
that increasing the complexity of the nonlinear models offers little
to no benefit and suggests a straight-forward method for the further
improvement of an open-loop active load pull system.
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CHAPTER 5
AUTOMATING THE DETERMINATION AND
VERIFICATION OF NONLINEAR BEHAVIOURAL
MODELS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
A robust and reliable dataset for behavioural model extraction iscrucial. This data would provide an accurate prediction for a
behavioural model and, therefore, would support an accurate design
process. In this work, because an accurate prediction of the power
amplifier’s output power and drain efficiency as a function of load
impedance is critical for the design, a set of measurements along
load-pull power and efficiency contours has been considered as the
optimum dataset for the behavioural model extraction. Extracting
these contours accurately and directly from the measurement data
requires a high number (>100) of measurements because there is no
prior knowledge about their locations. This process can thus be very
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time consuming and measurement strategies that can considerably
speed up this process are crucial.
This chapter introduces a strategy that allows for the rapid identifica-
tion of load-pull power and efficiency contours by further exploiting
the load-based Cardiff behavioural model formulation. The presented
strategy allows for a direct comparison between measured and pre-
dicted contours, which enables the model to be verified. Moreover, the
presented approach has been extended to automatically define the
output power contours, and hence generate verified behavioural model
over different input power levels while targeting a specified accuracy
tolerance. In this chapter, the high-speed nonlinear measurement
system that was presented in chapter 3 will be used to carry out
measurements on a10 W Cree device operating at 1 GHz frequency, at
a class B bias point.
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5.2 OPTIMUM DESIGN SPACE SEARCH ALGORITHM
Automating the accurate extraction of the behavioural model is an ex-
tension to the automated process of defining the optimum impedance
for maximum output power. Figure 5.1 shows the generic flow dia-
gram of the load-pull measurement scenario that is used to define
the optimum dataset that will be used to generate a CAD behavioural
model.
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Figure 5.1: Generic flow diagram of the optimum design space search algo-
rithm.
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Once the location of the load for maximum power is determined, as
shown in Figure 5.3 (gray color), the next step is to identify an appro-
priate load-pull dataset to generate the CAD behavioural model. Here,
the same nonlinear model that was generated during the identification
of the optimum impedances can be employed to predict the injected
signals a21 that are required for specific power contours. In this case,
we target the set of load-pull measurements that provide constant
power.
The initial dataset is predicted using the 3rd order load-based model
as defined by Equation 5.1. The model extraction is performed with
the previously measured load-pull data that was used to determine
the location of maximum output power.
b21 =
D=1∑
D=0
C=+(M−D+1)∑
C=−(M−D)
K|C|+2D,C |Γ21||C|+2D
(
Γ21
|Γ21|
)C
(5.1)
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A 3rd order load-based behavioural model is defined for M=1; hence,
six Kx,y coefficients are extracted, as shown in Equation 5.2:
b21 = f(Γ21) = K0,0 × |Γ21|0
(
Γ21
|Γ21|
)0
+K1,1 × |Γ21|1
(
Γ21
|Γ21|
)1
+
K1,−1 × |21|1
(
Γ21
|Γ21|
)−1
+K0,2 × |Γ21|0
(
Γ21
|Γ21|
)2
+
K2,2 × |Γ21|2
(
Γ21
|Γ21|
)2
+K3,1 × |Γ21|3
(
Γ21
|Γ21|
)1
(5.2)
The power contours prediction can be achieved by a set of calculated
load targets centred around the location of the maximum output power
and covering a wide area on the Smith chart to guarantee inclusion of
the -3dB compression region, as shown in Figure 5.2.
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Load targets
Figure 5.2: A set of load targets on Smith chart required to define the load-
pull power contours.
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Because b21 is predicted by the load-based behavioural model, a21,
the corresponding output power data points can be computed using
Equation 5.3 and 5.4, respectively.
a21,predicted = Γ21,targets × b21,predicted (5.3)
Pout,predicted =
b221,predicted − a221,predicted
2
(5.4)
The predicted Pout can be exploited to filter out the targeted power
contours locations, as shown in the example in Figure 5.3. This
greatly reduces the number of a21 signals that are required for the
measurement of output power contours.
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Figure 5.3: Initial prediction of the power contours using the 3rd order load-
based model.
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The locations of the predicted power contours are now targeted directly
during the load-pull measurements instead of measuring a large grid.
In this case, the number of the load-pull impedance measurements
that cover the -3 dB power contour region can be reduced without
compromising the accurate extraction of the behavioural model, while
at the same time meeting the requirements for model verification. For
example, a 7th order model in theory, in case of appropriate data point
selection, requires only 14 measurements because the number of
coefficients is 14.
Figure 5.3 shows an example of the chosen load impedances (red
markers) that will be used to determine the selected power contours.
The selected 36 impedance points are more than sufficient for the
extraction of the 7th order model. The first guess using 3rd order
model does not accurately predict the power contours, as shown in
Figure 5.4, where a comparison between 36 measured and targeted
load locations shows that the NMSE is about -12.9 dB.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison between predicted and measured power contours of
10 W Cree device at 1 GHz operating frequency and class B bias point for the
first iteration while using 3rd order model.
The accuracy of predicting the location of the load-pull contours has
been displayed in Figure 5.5, which shows the difference between
predicted and measured b21 and Pout along all the targeted contours.
Figure 5.5 shows that the residual difference between Pout predicted
and measured is presently more than 6 dB. The disagreement between
actual and predicted measurements is linked to the extrapolation limi-
tation of the 3rd order load-based behavioural model when extending
beyond the 1 dB power contour.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between predicted and measured Pout and b21 at
1 GHz and constant A11=19 dBm, using 3rd order load-based behavioural
model.
To address this error, the automated process now performs a second
load-pull iteration. In this case, the new measured dataset shown
in Figure 5.4 (blue markers) will be used to extract an improved,
higher order, load-based behavioural model. A 5th order (i.e. M=2 in
Equation 5.1) is now used. This new model is used to update the array
of Γ21 load targets of the selected power contours.
The measurement results show that in this iteration most of the
load-pull impedance targets have been achieved with the NMSE being
reduced to about -33.6 dB. In this case, the worst-case comparison
between predicted and measured Pout shows that the maximum dif-
ference is now reduced to about 0.7 dB. This enhancement is due to
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both exploiting an improved set of measurement data, better covering
the target power contours, and a model with increased complexity
(i.e. higher order). This is achieved with a relatively small number of
measurements. It is interesting that just repeating the characterisa-
tion process from the same model order did not yield any significant
improvements. This is the reason why the model order increased
straight after the model failed to meet the required accuracy.
Because the agreement between predicted and measured Pout is still
not within the tolerance of 0.5 dB, a third load-pull iteration will be
performed. Again, a model with complexity is increased now to 7th
order, is extracted using the new dataset and is then used to compute
a new set of load locations on the targeted power contours. Figure 5.6
shows the result of the third iteration. There is now excellent agree-
ment between targeted and measured load impedances.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison between predicted (red markers) and measured (blue
markers) loads of 10 W Cree device operating at 1 GHz frequency and class
B bias condition. A 7th order load-based behavioural model is used.
The NMSE is now reduced to -35.1 dB, while the worst-case compar-
ison between measured and predicted Pout is less than 0.5 dBm; as
shown in Figure 5.7. The total number of measurements required to
accurately define the power contours region, up to -3 dB, was only
(75+3×36=183) measurements; including the load-pull data that was
measured to identify the optimum impedance.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison showing the prediction of the load-pull contours and
the measured load locations at 1GHz, while using the 7th order model.
5.3 PREDICTION OF THE EFFICIENCY CONTOURS
The direct measurement of the output power contours can be accompa-
nied by drain efficiency contours. This can be achieved by computing
the drain efficiency as a function of load, as illustrated in Equation 5.5
[b21 I20] =
D=1∑
D=0
C=+(M−D+1)∑
C=−(M−D)
K|C|+2D,C |Γ21||C|+2D
(
Γ21
|Γ21|
)C
(5.5)
This equation is an updated version of the load-based behavioural
model equation 5.1, where the efficiency is computed using b21 and
DC output current (I20), and power, using b21, is used to define load
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locations that now target both power and efficiency contours. Similar
to the prediction of power, the efficiency model is updated through
iterations to achieve a good agreement between predicted and mea-
sured efficiency; hence, once again the appropriate data for the model
extraction can be achieved.
To speed up the process, the measurement of efficiency and output
power contours is performed in parallel. Model coefficients are ex-
tracted using the least mean square algorithm (LMS), as illustrated in
Equation 5.6 to 5.8:
[b21 I20] = [Γ21]× [K KE] (5.6)
[Γ21]
H · [b21 I20] = [Γ21]H · [Γ21] · [K KE] (5.7)
[K KE] = [Γ21]
H [Γ21] · ([Γ21]H × [b21 I20])−1 (5.8)
Figure 5.8 shows the prediction of the efficiency contours resulted
from the 4th load-pull iteration while using the 9th order load-based
model.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison between the measured and predicted load-pull effi-
ciency and the Pout contours of 10 W Cree device at 1GHz operation frequency
and class B biasing condition when the 9th order load-based behavioural
model is used.
The predicted efficiency and power contours have been compared to
the measured values. Figure 5.9 shows that maximum difference
between predicted and measured efficiency (∆E) is less than 3%, while
∆Pout is less than 0.25 dB.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison between measured and predicted efficiency and
power contours of 10W Cree device at 1 GHz operation frequency and class B
biasing condition when 9th order load-based behavioural model is used.
It is worth highlighting at this point that most of the differences
between measured and predicted quantities are due to the slight
disagreement between load targets and load measured, as shown in
Figure 5.8. Moreover, the inclusion of the efficiency contours increased
the number of measurements to 361, resulting in a measurement time
of about 12 seconds. The measurement details are summarised in
Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Measurement Summary.
Model Order NMSE ∆Pout ∆E
No.
Meas.
Define Opt. 3rd – – – 75
1st Iteration 3rd -12.9 6.11 12.8 73
2nd Iteration 5th -36.69 0.7 6.63 71
3rd Iteration 7th -35.15 0.19 4.2 71
4th Iteration 9th -35.15 0.22 2.35 71
Total number 361
Total time 12 sec
5.4 BEHAVIOURAL MODEL EXTRACTION AND VERIFICA-
TION
A key design objective for the model is to accurately predict load-
pull contours [1], a dataset targeting load locations on an array of
power and efficiency contours within this design space was considered
to be better than just the simple grid approach. In this optimal
dataset, load-pull contour targeted measurements have been exploited
in the extraction and verification of the conventional a-wave based
Cardiff behavioural model [2, 3]. The a-wave based model format is a
compatible CAD tool formulation [4]. Equation 5.9 shows the updated
version of the a-wave based model formulation by which the I20, hence,
the efficiency can be predicted in addition to the prediction of b21.
[b21 I20] = P ×
D=1∑
D=0
C=+(M−D+1)∑
C=−(M−D)
L|C|+2D,C |a21||C|+2D
(
Q
P
)C
(5.9)
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In this equation, P is the phase of the input a11 stimulus, while Q
is the phase of the output a21 stimulus. The user defined parameter
M , defines the model complexity, while Lp,q are the extracted pairs of
model coefficients required to determine b21 and I20, respectively.
The necessary a-wave model order has been investigated by testing
different values of M , beginning with M=1 (effectively 3rd order) and
ending with M=5 (effectively 11th order) as shown in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Error of the model’s complexity
Model Complexity 3rd 5th 7th 9th 11th
n 1 2 3 4 5
Er. L.B.M(dB) -34.8 -41.9 -46.9 -48 -48.4
Er. A.B.M(dB) -44.2 -45.6 -47.7 -48.3 -48.9
A comparison confirms that the model’s accuracy increases with in-
creasing complexity. This new approach verified that, in this case, a
Cardiff model with sufficient accuracy for CAD design can be achieved
using a model with M=5 (effectively 9th order). A model with only 18
coefficients. Figure 5.10 shows a comparison between measured and
predicted load impedances associated with the targeted Pout and effi-
ciency load-pull contours, found using 9th order a-wave based model,
in which the NMSE is approximately -45.8 dB.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison between the measured and predicted load-pull
impedances associated with efficiency and power contours of 10 W Cree de-
vice at 1 GHz operation frequency and class B biasing condition when a 9th
order a-wave based Cardiff behavioural model is used.
Figure 5.11 quantifies the quality of the a-wave based model by com-
paring the measured and modelled values of Pout, and also the drain
efficiency. This verifies the excellent accuracy of the resulting Cardiff
model within the -3 dB power contour design space with a maximum
difference in Pout of about 0.12 dB and a 12% efficiency contour space
with a maximum difference in efficiency (∆E) of about 2.16%. It is
worth mentioning that the 7th order a-wave based Cardiff behavioural
model would be optimal if only the Pout contours are targeted wherein
∆Pout = 0.12.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison between the measured and predicted load-pull
efficiency and power contours of 10 W Cree device at 1GHz operation fre-
quency and class B biasing condition when a 9th order a-wave based Cardiff
behavioural model is used.
5.5 POWER CONTOURS OVER DIFFERENT INPUT POWER
LEVELS
The ideal modelling process is achieved once the extracted model is
constructed by reliable data in which targeted operating conditions are
covered. Variation of the operating conditions allows the PA designer
to investigate a wide design space; hence, ensuring that the best PA
design is achieved. This kind of modelling process typically requires a
large number of measurements, hence can be very time consuming
[5]. Therefore, minimising the number of measurements required for
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modelling process would allow for time saving, hence, more operating
conditions to be included.
Consequently, the process that has been introduced and described
in section 5.2 can be extended to define the optimum design space
and extract the CAD model over different power levels within one
measurement session while still providing for a robust and verified
model extraction. This kind of measurement has been realised by
exploiting the same approach that has been mentioned in chapter 4
section 4.2.4 where b21 scaling was used to define the required injected
signal (a21) for the load-pull at a new power level. Figure 5.12 shows
the generic flow diagram of the measurement scenario where load-pull
data targeting power contours at different input power levels can be
achieved within one measurement session.
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Figure 5.12: Generic flow diagram of the automated load-pull process for
different power level.
The first load-pull measurements, which rely on the scaling approach
have been considered as initial measurements of the new power level.
The initial measured data is used to generate the associated load-based
behavioural model by which the second load-pull measurement will be
driven, and Pout contours are predicted. In this case, the second load-
pull measurements target the impedance locations that are associated
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with the desired Pout contours. This would allow for measurement
verification by comparing the Pout predicted with the actual value.
Once the comparison between measured and predicted Pout of the new
power level is within the tolerance (0.5dB), the measured data would
be used to generate the A-wave based model.
An example of load-pull measurements over 15 different input power
levels has been performed on 10W Cree device ranging from (A11=18.3
dBm, A11=13.3 dBm, A11=4 dBm). The total number of measure-
ments required to define the desired power contours for 15 power
levels is 1191 measurements. This number is a result of three mea-
surement groups: one performed for the first power level which is
about (75+3×36=183) measurements; the second is required for the
first iteration for each power level step which is (36×14=504); with
the same number executed within the second iteration (36×14=504).
The total time consumed for performing these (183+504+504=1191)
measurements is about 1 minute. This time includes the load-pull
measurements, the data analyses and the time to generate the a-wave
based model required for the CAD tool design.
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Because showing all power contours of 0.5 dB step for 15 power level in
single plot is not sensible, only the centre and the -3dB power contour
are plotted in Figure 5.13 for three selected power levels ranging
between the maximum and minimum (A11=18.3 dBm, A11=13.3 dBm,
A11=4 dBm)..
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Figure 5.13: Comparison between the measured and predicted power con-
tours of 10 W Cree device operating at 1GHz and class B biasing condition for
three input power levels (A11 = 18.3dBm,A11 = 13.3dBm,A11 = 4dBm)
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The good agreement between measured and targeted impedances for
the three power levels, wherein the NMSE is about -30 dB, can be
clearly seen. Figure 5.14 shows the comparison between measured
and predicted Pout for the same input power levels in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.14: Comparison between the measured and predicted Pout of 10 W
Cree device operating at 1 GHz and class B biasing condition for three input
power levels A11 = 18.3dBm,A11 = 13.3dBm,A11 = 4dBm
This result shows an excellent agreement between measured and
predicted output power within the second iteration when a 7th order
load-based model was used. This agreement is an indication that this
is a reliable dataset for generating the a-wave based model that is
compatible with the CAD tool environment. It has been observed that
the 7th order a-wave based model was required to achieve a model
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accuracy within NMSE equal to -45 dB. This approach yields a 7th
order a-based model with a different set of coefficients over the power
range.
Figure 5.15 shows a comparison between measured Pout and the
prediction of the a-wave based Cardiff behavioural model.
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Figure 5.15: Comparison between the measured and predicted Pout using
7th order a-wave based model for 10 W Cree device operating at 1 GHz and
class B biasing condition for three input power levels A11 = 18.3dBm,A11 =
13.3dBm,A11 = 4dBm).
Table 5.3 summarises the result of the three selected load-pull exam-
ples shown in Figure 5.13, 5.14, and 5.15. Similar results have been
achieved at other power levels, which are omitted here for the sake of
brevity.
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Table 5.3: Summary of multi-power level load-pull measurement.
Actual
measurement
A-wave based
model prediction
Power level
Index
No.
Measur. Model
Order
NMSE
Max
Pout
Model
Order
NMSE
Max
Pout
1st 2nd
1 36 36 7th -36.5 0.28 7th -45 0.23
2 36 36 7th -36.5 0.34 7th -44.2 0.23
3 36 36 7th -36.44 0.35 7th -46.4 0.18
5.6 LINEAR INTERPOLATION OF THE MODEL’S COEFFI-
CIENTS
A robust and reliable global behavioural model within a single operat-
ing frequency and bias point would require a dense of measurements
over a wide range of input drive power levels. Such requirement would
cost a lot of time and efforts, since every single change within the
input drive power level (a11) requires set of load-pull measurements.
For instance, the generation of a global model for an input power range
(4.1 to 18.1 dBm) and density grid of 0.01 dB would require 1401 input
power levels. This would lead to the requirement of performing 72 ×
1401=100,872 measurements, since each input power level requires
at least 72 measurements to define its optimum space according to
the strategy that was mentioned in section 5.5. Such large number of
measurements is not acceptable from different aspects, like the system
utilization and time taken as well as the manpower requirement. This
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problem requires a solution that makes the modelling process for a
device easier, simpler and efficient.
A mathematical frame work that can be used for such kind of modelling
has been mention in [6], where an advance formulation of the Cardiff
behavioural model has been mentioned. This formulation allowed
for the a-wave model generation of a very small power range that
includes only three power levels with a power step of 1dB. The general
formulation that presented has not been tested for a large power range
which leaves the door opened toward thinking about an alternative
solution.
A simple linear interpolation among the coefficients of the extracted
a-wave Cardiff behavioural model can solve the previous limitation.
This was achieved by perform the linear interpolation among the
extracted coefficients of multi-power levels. Due to the difficulty of the
interpolate between the complex number of the extracted coefficients,
linear interpolation was performed among the real and imaginary
parts where their behaviour along the input power levels is applicable
for such kind of interpolation process. Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17
shows the real and the imaginary parts of the interpolated data of 14
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coefficients for 8 power level ranges from 4.1dBm to 18.1 dBm, while
2 dB power step was used to generate the interpolation data.
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Figure 5.16: The real part of the 7th order extracted model coefficients for
multi input power levels range from 4.1 dBm to 18.1 dBm with power space
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Figure 5.17: The Imaginary part of the 7th order extracted model coefficients
for multi input power levels range from 4.1 dBm to 18.1 dBm with power
space 0.01 dB
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The presented method was tested by using the interpolated coeffi-
cients for predicting the b21 of an input drive power levels a11 that
weren’t involved within the interpolation process. The results over
three different power levels illustrated in Table 5.4 show a very good
agreement between the loads that been predicted by using the inter-
polated data and the loads that been predicted by using the exact
extracted coefficients.
Table 5.4: Comparison between using interpolated and the exact coefficient
for predicting loads
A11 (dBm) NMSE (dB)
5.1 -39.7
15.1 -28.3
17.1 -42.1
Figure 5.18 shows the worst case of the above-mentioned results where
the comparison between predicted loads using the exact coefficient
and the interpolated coefficient is illustrated.
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Figure 5.18: Comparison between loads predicted by the exact extracted
model coefficients and loads predicted by using the model coefficient that been
extracted using the interpolation method. Power level=15.1 dBm, NMSE=-28.3
dB
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5.7 CHAPTER SUMMARY
This chapter has discussed an advanced and automated approach
to address the challenge of identifying, in a time efficient manner,
the appropriate load-pull impedance space for RF device performance
evaluation. It also ensures that an accurate CAD behavioural model
extraction is obtained. The novel features of emerging high-speed
load-pull systems not only allows for more measurement data but
also introduces new capabilities that are highly relevant in RF de-
vice modelling and RFPA design. The novel approach taken provides
optimal datasets by selecting load impedances that target the direct
measurement of load-pull contours, which are essential design infor-
mation. The complete process was achieved by performing around
183 load-pull measurements, which includes the measurement for
defining the optimum impedance and three load-pull iterations. The
iterations were required to obtain the best agreement between the
predicted and measured data. Within these iterations, the order of
the load-based model has been increased from 3rd to 7th, wherein the
latter been found to be the best for prediction because the difference
between Pout predicted and Pout measured is within the tolerance of 0.5
dB. It is worth mentioning here that the whole process takes about 10
seconds.
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This method was extended to also include efficiency contours. The
method development allowed the load-pull measurement system to
directly target efficiency and power contours in one measurement
cycle. This combined approach minimised the number of load-pull
measurements, hence the time required to define the optimum design
space over which the desired efficiency and power contour variations
are covered. It has been observed that four iterations were required to
achieve the best agreement while the order of the load-based model
that is necessary is increased to the 9th order. The required increment
is due to the sensitivity of the efficiency with the achieved load. For
example, the slight difference between load target and measured load
would be reflected in a large difference between the predicted and mea-
sured efficiencies, thus one more iteration was required to achieve a
good agreement. In conclusion, the number of measurements required
to address the optimum design space in which efficiency and power
contours are covered is 286 measurements and the time required is
only about 12 seconds.
Further development of this approach has been achieved by targeting
load-pull power contours at different drive power levels within one
measurement session. While stepping from drive power levels during
the load-pull measurement process, measurement speed was improved
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by using b21-scaling, which has been measured during the initial 50
power sweep. The load-pull measurement that is based on this scaling
has been considered to be an initial measurement. This is followed
by the second iteration, in which the load-based Cardiff behavioural
model extracted at each drive power level is used. It is found that the
agreement between measured and predicted Pout within the second
iteration is less than 0.5 dB. Apart from the first power level, which
requires about 286 measurements to define the desired (in this case up
to -3 dB) power contours, each subsequent power level requires only
around 72 measurements to define the power contours. According to
the example that has been used in this chapter, defining the power
contours of 15 different input power levels would require (183 + 72×14
= 1191 measurements), which can be performed within 1 minute,
including the plotting and the a-wave model extraction.
The dataset allowed for both the accurate extraction and verification
of a-wave based Cardiff behavioural models. The ability of this CAD
compatible model to accurately predict the load-pull contours within
the desired (-3 dB) load-pull power contour design space was directly
verified by comparing the measured Pout with the predicted one. It
has been found that the 7th order model would be sufficient to achieve
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good agreement between measured and predicted Pout with less than
0.2 dB.
Additionally, In order to mitigate the number of the input power levels
that are required to generate a global model, the linear interpolation
method was applied on the extracted coefficients. This has allowed
the extracted models of only 8 power levels to generate interpolated
coefficients that can predict the device response b21 of any input power
level locates within the range.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 CONCLUSION
THE research in this thesis has successfully achieved its objec-tives. In particular, this thesis has presented a high-speed
load-pull measurement system that maintains accuracy and high dy-
namic range. In addition, an intelligent search algorithm to define
the optimum impedance and the appropriate design space over mul-
tipower levels has been presented. This work has also highlighted
the importance and the utility of using the behavioural model and its
applications to intelligently drive the load-pull measurement system.
This conclusion will next briefly summarise the main results of each
chapter.
The literature review in Chapter 2 has summarised the evolution of
microwave measurements and the strict requirement of moving from
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linear to nonlinear measurement. It has discussed the purpose of
nonlinear measurements and the important instruments that are used,
in addition to the important research done in this area. This review
also includes the evolution of load-pull measurement techniques in
terms of their strengths and weaknesses, as well as the instruments
and strategies that have been used. Important trends towards accurate
and fast load-pull measurement has also been considered in the
literature review.
The in-depth review of the employed load-pull measurement tech-
niques and strategies in addition to the exploited systems that perform
this kind of measurements shows that there is a crucial need to de-
velop a new system and strategies. This is a result of the weaknesses
that are encountered by the load-pull measurement system, such as
the measurement speed, the iteration process, the system utilization,
and the rigidness of the existing systems, where there is a difficulty
to add or amend functionalities. Therefore, this thesis has focused
on these two areas, developing a new measurement system that can
potentially perform hundreds of large-signal measurements within
a practical time. This thesis has also employed new strategies that
can perform the active load-pull measurement, where user interac-
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tion, system utilization and the number of iterations are kept to a
minimum.
Based on this realisation, Chapter 3 presented a new modular mea-
surement system architecture based on NI PXIe modules. This system
has the potential to perform 200 measurement/sec for the funda-
mental power sweep when 10 k samples per average are used, which
increases to about 700 measurement/sec when 100 samples per aver-
age are used. With regard to the dynamic range, six harmonics of the
10W Cree device were measured by the this system. This has shown
the ability of the presented system to reach up to 100 dB with a noise
floor at about -136 dBm/Hz.
In Chapter 4, the load-based Cardiff behavioural model and the high-
speed measurement system have been used together to derive a fully-
automated fundamental active load-pull measurement process. This
measurement involves sequential systematic steps, which have been
designed to define the optimum impedance required for high efficiency
or high output power automatically with minimum user interaction
and iterations. The only requirement from the user is to assign a
valid power sweep range to begin the measurement. The load-based
Cardiff behavioural model has been used to predict the desired injected
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signal to emulate a load target. The results shows that 8 seconds
are sufficient to automatically identify the optimum impedance for
six power levels. Automatically hopping over the power level while
performing load-pull measurements has been achieved by using b21
scales, which are measured during the 50Ω power sweep. In addition,
the nonlinear measurements have been extended to include load-pull
at harmonic frequencies. The results show that the mix load-based
Cardiff behavioural model is able to successfully predict the required
injected signal to emulate a 2F0 load target located at |Γ22| = 0.7
from the first iteration within an NMSE =-22 dB. The mixed model
generation required for the second harmonic load-pull requires an
initial measurement.
Furthermore, a simple look-up table and descriptive function to model
the nonlinear RF test-set path were investigated. The models have
been experimentally validated under large-signal excitations and their
performance has been compared. Both methods have shown a very
good agreement between measured and targeted powers, and the
average magnitude residual difference for the same number of mea-
surements is 0.1 dB. It has been found that 14 measurements are
enough to generate sufficiently accurate models with an average NMSE
error at approx. -23 dB. The investigation clearly demonstrated that
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increasing the complexity of the nonlinear models offers little to no
benefit and suggests a straight-forward method for the further im-
provement of an open-loop active load pull system.
The presented approaches have shown great success in terms of load-
pull measurement system utilisation and speed. In addition, the
strategy that has been presented provides an efficient way to define
the optimum impedance without risking the device. The potential
of the Cardiff behavioural model to drive the load-pull measurement
system effectively has been shown in several different aspects.
The third main objective of this thesis has been successfully achieved
in Chapter 5. This chapter discussed a novel strategy to address the
challenge of identifying, in a time efficient manner, the appropriate
load-pull impedance space for RF device performance evaluation and
extracting an accurate behavioural model. The novel approach taken
here provides optimal datasets by selecting load impedances that
target the direct measurement of the efficiency and power load-pull
contours, which is essential design information. This strategy has
mitigated the number of the load-pull measurements required to
define accurate load-pull contours. It also permits a direct extraction
and verification of the behavioural model. Moreover, this approach
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has been applied to drive the load-pull measurement over several
power levels. Two to three measurement iterations were required to
accurately define the -3 dB load-pull power contours of a single power
level during the automated process. The examples that were given
show that the total number of measurements required to define the
desired power contours for 15 power levels is 1191 measurements,
within about 1 minute. This was done in one measurement session
and the behavioural model is extracted simultaneously. Furthermore,
a simple linear interpolation between the extracted coefficients of the
behavioural model was utilized in this chapter to mitigate the required
number of measurements. This has significantly reduced the required
number, for example measurements of only 8 power levels can be
utilized to predict accurately the DUT’s response (b21) of any power
level within the range and to a resolution of 0.01 dB.
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6.2 FUTURE WORK
The flexible nature of the measurement system developed and the
load-pull strategy allows for many opportunities for future work. In
Chapter 3, the system that was presented has allowed for about 200
measurements/sec. This achievement is based on the first software
programming trail. However, this can be modified by using a better
programming approach, such as the utilisation of built-in FPGA that
permits for high speed data processing. It is also possible to exploit
the behavioural model to maximise the load-pull measurement speed.
This can be achieved by using a behavioural model based on dynamic
samples per average. The number of samples can be set according
to the predicted output power: for a high predicted power, a low
number of samples per average can be used; and for a low predicted
power, a high number of samples per average can be used. This
approach may be able to significantly reduce the number of samples
within one measurement and, hence, will increase the measurement
speed. Moreover, the availability of high dynamic range and the noise
floor measurement would suggest the potential application of the
presented system for noise type characterisations. For instance, allow
for characterizing the noise figure of the DUT under different load
conditions.
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Furthermore, thanks to the flexibility and the expandability of the
presented system in term of software and the hardware, in addition
to the available characteristics of the of the VSA/VSG within the
presented measurement system, such as the sampling rate of the
AWG (400 MS/s) and the bandwidth of the ADC (50 MHz), would allow
the system to be developed further, such as an implementation of the
pulse mode, 2-tone, multi-tone, and modulated signal and a load-pull
to be performed on each of these measurement types.
The presented measurement system only covers the fundamental
and the second harmonic load-pull based on Cardiff behavioural
model. However, due to the importance of the 3rd harmonic load-pull
measurement to achieve high efficiency, it would be possible to extend
the load-pull measurement to cover three harmonic load-pulls.
Furthermore, because generating an accurate model for circuit simu-
lation directly from measurements has recently received significant
interest, automated the CAD behavioural model generation can be
significantly improved by automating the load-pull measurement—not
only for multi-power levels but also to cover different conditions (e.g.
frequency and biasing points). Such strategy together with the coef-
ficients interpolation approach that has been presented in Chapter
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5 would allow for the rapid, direct and simple extraction of a global
device model from measurements while using a verified small number
of measurements.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM’S HARDWARE
The presented system is a combination of the two PXI chassis that
contains VSGs and VSAs in conjunction with other external hardware
shown in Figure A.1.
Figure A.1: Picture of the actual measurement system.
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(a) Generators chassis (b) Receiver chassis
Figure A.2: Picture of the Actual chassis
The generator chassis contains the VSGs- one for the source side, one
for each of three harmonics on the load side, one for supplying the
input to the phase reference standard. Also, it included Embedded
controller and the MXI link card, which connects to the receiver
chassis. The receiver chassis involves 5 VSAs, the MXI link card -
connects to the generator chassis, and two Digitiser cards -one is
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used to read from the current probe. The other part of the hardware
is the test-set box as shown in Figure A.1. This box contains the
PA of the phase reference standard, which provides harmonics with
known phases, to allow for waveform reconstruction. Also, it contains
the directional couplers to separate the incident and reflected waves
at each of the device ports. Other hardware part that are shown in
Figure A.1 are Agilent DC supplies, which supplies for biasing devices
and the Tektronix current probe that is used to measure current.
To start using this system, the following instructions have to be fol-
lowed
1. Turn on the PA DC supplier shown in Figure A.1.
2. Turn on VGS and VDS DC supplier shown in Figure A.1.
3. Turn on the DC current meter.
4. Turn on the PA of the phase reference standard as shown in
Figure A.1.
5. Turn on first the VSAs chassis and then the VSGs chassis.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM’S
SOFTWARE
In order to run the software of the presented measurement system,
the LabVIEW project must be run first and then run EDITED Loadpull
GUI.vi from the Master UI folder as shown in Figure A.3.
Figure A.3: The main measurement system’s project navigator.
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The EDITED Loadpull GUI.vi shows the main GUI (Graphical user
interface) of the software that can be used to navigate for different
parts of the software such as the calibration manger, load-pull parts,
and the DC control unit as shown in Figure A.4.
Figure A.4: The main GUI of the measurement software
The calibration manger shown in Figure A.6 would take the user to
the four calibration types; the RF calibration Figure A.7, the receiver’s
calibration Figure A.7, and the generator calibration Figure A.8.
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Figure A.5: The calibration manger GUI
Figure A.6: The calibration GUI
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Figure A.7: The GUI of the receiver calibration
Figure A.8: The GUI of the generator calibration
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MODEL DRIVEN LOAD-PULL SOFTWARE
Login to the model driven load-pull can be achieved by pressing on
either the manual model driven load-pull or the auto model driven
load-pull that have been shown in Figure A.4. The model driven
load-pull GUI has several taps, all of them work for automating the
load-pull measurements. For example, the first tap is used to define
the main factors of the load-pull measurements such as operating
frequency, combined calibration ID, sampling rate and the tracking
factor.
Figure A.9: The first tap of the load-pull measurement GUI
By the second tap shown in Figure A.10 the power sweep range that
can be performed on the DUT can be defined. Also, a generator that
wanted to be used for the measurement can be defined by this tap .
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Figure A.10: Power sweep setting tap
The following step shown in Figure A.11 is defining the operating con-
dition of the initial load-pull measurements such as the impedances
grid shape and the range of the a21.
Figure A.11: The initial load-pull measurement setting tap
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In order to generate the model using the measured data, the generated
model button shown in Figure A.11 has to be pressed after the initial
measurement is performed. This will allow the model’s exponent ma-
trix generator window to show up as shown in Figure A.12. Choosing
the required exponents is followed by the model verification tap shown
in Figure A.13 where the quality of the generated model is quantified
by calculating the NMSE between b21 predicted and b21 measured. In
case different set of exponents is required the regenerate model button
can be pressed.
Figure A.12: Model’s exponent matrix generator
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Figure A.13: The model verification tap
After the load-based behavioural model is generated, the load targets
for the next load-pull measurement can be set by using the tap shown
inFigure A.14 which is shown up by pressing the button ” setup
load target” shown in Figure A.13. This tap has several option to set
the load targets either for the fundamental only or fundamental and
harmonics.
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Figure A.14: Harmonic load-pull targets set-up
In case the user’s preference is to predict the location of the contours
and target them directly, the ”predict contours” button shown in
Figure A.13 has to be pressed, which shows up the tap shown in
Figure A.15.
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Figure A.15: Contours prediction tap
This tap would allow the user to chose whether the prediction is only
for the Pout or Pout and efficiency together. Also, the user here can
define up to which compression region the prediction is performed?
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This appendix would show the two published paper that were pre-
sented in ARFTG 2018 and the International Microwave Symposium
(IMS 2018) as well as the joint paper which is accepted by the 2019
Radio and Wireless Week Conference (RWW).
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Abstract—This paper investigates and compares the use of
nonlinear test-set models for an effective and accurate operation
of active load-pull systems. The results demonstrate a simple-
to-implement and yet robust technique to align the generator
and receiver reference plane with a minimum set of required
measurements. With only 14 measurements a high agreement
between target and measured load points was achieved with an
average error less than 0.1 dB over a 70dB dynamic range.
An increase in modeling complexity has therefore yielded no
improvement. To compare the results, a behavioral model was
employed, and it is shown that a high order of model complexity
is required to achieve the same level of accuracy. The presented
work provides, for the first time, a practical and effective method
for the modeling of test-set nonlinearities, hence allowing a cost-
effective implementation of active load-pull systems that operate
power amplifiers within a gain compression region.
Index Terms—Automated Active Load-pull, Behavioral model,
Generator setting.
I. INTRODUCTION
Load-pull measurements are becoming more important in
the design and modeling of power amplifier (PA) [1], however
the traditional load-pull techniques have shown a shortage in
the execution speed due to the number of iterations required
to achieve a specific load target [2]. This time-consuming
iteration must be minimized to speed up characterization
process [3].
A key aspect is the accurate nonlinear modeling of the
signaling path between the generator, which controls the
injected a2 signal. It allows for the use of load-pull amplifiers
within their nonlinear regime to keep their required maximum
output power at a minimum. This in turn reduces the overall
costs of the nonlinear measurement system. It is an aspect of
particular relevance for systems operating at high-frequencies
where power amplifiers with sufficiently high output power
are either not available or come with a high cost-premium.
Several types of strategies have been used to speed up the
load-pull measurement and mitigate number of iterations. A
typical approach is the use of look-up-tables to correct for
the AM-to-AM and AM-to-PM non-linearties of the load-pull
amplifiers. However, little has been reported in the literature on
its implementation and the achieved accuracy improvements
in setting targeted load-impedances within the first iteration.
There are number of potential techniques, albeit often more
complex in nature, that might be employed to further improve
the load-pull performance. One of those approaches is the use
of a behavioral model.
This paper investigates new methods to model the PA’s
nonlinearties. For this purpose, a look-up table (LUT) method
is developed which is based on gradients of AM-to-AM
and AM-to-PM of the load-pull amplifier (LPA). In addition,
the Cardiff model has been reformulated to account for the
simplified loading conditions of the LPA and its performance
is used as a reference. The investigation also seeks to identify
the minimum number of measurements for both approaches
that are required to achieve sufficient load-pull accuracy with
the first iteration. The objective is to provide a guide for
the implementation of new and cost-effective active load pull
system.
II. LOAD-PULL MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the high-speed nonlinear
measurement system that has been utilized to carry out the
measurements in this paper. The new systems architecture
based on high speed PXIe modules is conceptually similar
to previously published systems that are based on a Vector
Network Analyzer (VNA) [4]. Data acquisition is performed
by vector signal analyzers (VSA). For the signal generation,
vector signal generators (VSG) with magnitude and phase
control are employed. These are used to provide the stimulus
for the device under test (DUT) and the open-loop active load-
pull at the fundamental and harmonic frequencies.
 
      Circulator     Coupler     Coupler 
 
   
   
 
 DUT 
Phase Reference Standard
 Multiplexer 
PA
G Reference
G3
G2 
G1
PA PA
G source 
Vector Signal Analysers 
    R1    R2                        R3   R4 
PA
P1 P2
Fig. 1: Block diagram of the high-speed measurement
system, which is realized PXIe instrumentation.
The open-loop active load-pull in this work is relying on
a Cardiff load-based model to predict the required injected
signals (1). It allows for the prediction of the DUT nonlinear
response and obtain the correct a2 signal for a targeted load
impedance with a single iteration.
b2 =
D=1∑
D=0
C=+(M−D+1)∑
C=−(M−D)
K|C|+2D,C |Γ2||C|+2D
(
Γ2
|Γ2|
)C
(1)
978-1-5386-5450-7/18/$31.00 ©2018 IEEE
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This model structure is a variant of the Cardiff behavioral
model. Here, the b2 signal is a function of the load reflec-
tion coefficient Γ2. The user defined parameter, M, defines
the model complexity, while Kp,q are the extracted model
coefficients.
The predicted signal a2 computed by the Load-based model
according to (1) does not take into consideration the effect of
the passive and active components which fall between gen-
erator and the DUT, such as couplers, circulators, PA drivers
and cables. This hinders in achieving load targets during the
load-pull measurements, since the phase and magnitude of the
injected signal a2 are not completely accounted for.
In an effort to overcome this problem, different techniques
have been used. In principle, there are two approaches. A
numerical technique [5] allows to compensate any differences
between the measured and target loads values through use
of successive iterations and compensates for the nonlinear
DUT and LPA responses. Relatively, simple methods such as
Newton-Raphson algorithm provide here a robust and con-
tinuously improving approximation at the expense of a large
number of iterations. To overcome these issue, a dedicated
nonlinear model of the PA path can be employed. This allows
for the load-pull amplifiers to operate into their non-linear
regime while allowing for the accurate generation of the load
impedances.
III. MEASUREMENT SETUP AND MODEL EXTRACTION
The measurement configuration required for extracting non-
linear LPA models is depicted in Fig. 1. This setup should in-
volve all the hardware required for the load-pull measurement
to ensure that every loss and amplification is included through
the model computation. This measurement requires port 1
and port 2 to be terminated by 50 Ohm, as the termination
eliminates unwanted signal reflections during the measurement
of a-wave signal.
Fundamentally, the non-linear large-signal traveling wave
response at the DUT output (a2) of a PA during this measure-
ment is mathematically related to the generated traveling wave
stimulus aLP that is provided the VSAs. The non-linearity of
the generated signal is a consequence of the PAs behavior
when driven at high power level. The extracted model coef-
ficient must quantify the generic relationship; a2 = f(aLP ).
The load based-model equation that mentioned in the previous
section, was specifically reformulated (2) in order to provide
a simplified polynomial equation.
aLP =
(
a2
|a2|
)
n=∞∑
n=0
K2n+1 |a2|2n+1 (2)
This equation provides a mathematical framework that
can be used to characterize a signal path of the load-
pull test-set to move the generator reference plane to
the device reference plane. To have a full utilization of
the power amplifier that is used within the measurement
setup, the model has to be generated while the PA is
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Fig. 2: Generator setting versus a21-wave measured, gain
and associated correction factors of the PA.
driven into the compression region as shown in Fig 2.
For the generation of the Cardiff model, an aLP spiral is
generated by the VSG and the a2 response measured by the
receivers (VSAs) within the measurement system. The gener-
ated spiral is shown in Fig. 3 and includes both magnitude
and phase changes. The magnitude values span over the same
dynamic range of the PA performance as shown in Fig. 2.
This measurement is used to generate Cardiff models with an
increasing complexity.
The error of the generated Cardiff model is estimated from
the difference between the actual aLP settings and the values
predicted by the models. The overall error is estimated using
the minimum normalized mean square error (NMSE) algo-
rithm. Table I shows that sufficient accuracy can be achieved
with a model complexity of 13th or higher, i.e. n=6 in (2).
TABLE I: NMSE of different model complexity
Complexity 3rd 5th 7th 9th 11th 13th
n 1 2 3 4 5 6
Error (dB) -25.1 -29.5 -34.7 -39.6 -44.34 -47
Fig. 3 shows the high agreement between the generator
setting that has been used for the model generation and the
generator setting when predicted by the generated model.
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Fig. 3: 13th order Model verification
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The obtained Cardiff model coefficients can be saved in a
database and re-used during the forthcoming measurements.
This is particularly beneficial for the load-pull measurement
because it can be applied directly during the measurement
on the required powers a2 and then converted for a suitable
generator setting.
The second investigated LPA model utilized the same
measurement data to generate a look-up table (LUT). As the
absolute AM-to-AM and AM-to-PM values of the LPA exhibit
a relatively strong variations, a large number of measurement
points would be required to represent the nonlinear behavior of
the amplifier. To keep the number of required measurements at
a minimum the utilized LUT model is based on the gradient of
the measured AM-to-AM and AM-to-PM curves. The table is
comprised of the indexed a2 measured and stored correction
factors (CF) for magnitude and phase response of the LPA
path where CFs are calculated according to (3).
CF =
a2
aLP
(3)
The calculated magnitude CFs shown in Fig. 2 (black trace)
and clearly show a dependence on the gain of the LPA path.
At the flat gain region the value of the CFs are relatively
constant while it drops once the PA operate through the non-
linear region, when its’ gain is compressed accordingly.
The look-up table is used to transform the required a-wave
at the DUT reference plane to its corresponding generator
setting by applying the ratio calculated in (3). For example,
if the a-wave at the device reference plane is a2 its related
correction factor will be looked-up from the stored look-up
table. To apply the correction factor, eq. (3) will be rearranged
and solved for aLP . The implementation utilizes nearest value
interpolation, therefore, for power values between the indexed
a2 data points, the nearest power index is looked-up and the
associated magnitude and phase CFs are used to compensate
the loss and amplification through the signal path between the
load-pull generator and the DUT reference plane.
To experimentally verify the two modeling approaches over
a set generator settings, a direct comparison between the target
and measured power points is illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5.
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Fig. 5: Illustration of the agreement in phase and magnitude
between required and measured a21
Fig. 4 shows an excellent agreement is obtained for both
type of models over a dynamic range of 75 dB including
the 3dB compression region of the PA. Here, a 13th order
Cardiff model and an LUT comprising 14 measurements
are utilized, i.e. for the generation of the two models the
same number of measurement was used. The average residual
difference between target and measured powers is 0.1 dB for
the Cardiff model. The residual difference that results when
using the LUT, which has been obtained from the same power
sweep. The average magnitude residual difference for the same
number of measurements is slightly lower at approx. 0.06 dB.
This comparison has been expanded over a range of mea-
surements that is used for the generation of both models.
The results are shown in Table II. As it can be seen 14
measurements are sufficient for an accurate aLP prediction.
Both models exhibit similar error, approx. -23 dB, over the
increasing number of measurements. In fact, the LUT models
shows a slightly better overall performance despite its simplic-
ity.
TABLE II: Comparison between the NMSE of the Cardiff
model (C.M) and the look-up table (LUT) approach
No. meas. 14 21 28 36
Er./C.M -23.6 -23.5 -23.5 -23.4
Er./LUT -23.3 -23.63 -23.7 -23.59
Fig. 6 shows how the generated model has been experi-
mentally used during a load-pull measurement, to predict a
generator setting required for emulating specific load targets
on the Smith Chart.
It should be noted that to obtain these results a Cardiff
model for DUT was employed to predict its non-linear re-
sponse. The DUT model constantly updates from any in-
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Fig. 6: Comparison between required and measured a21 at a
DUT reference plane
coming measurement data. The comparison has shown again
the high agreement between measured and targeted loads for
a load-pull measurement performed on 10W Cree device at
1GHz. The excellent results might be ultimately a combination
of both the nonlinear DUT and LPA models. Nevertheless, the
addition of the nonlinear LPA model provides a significant im-
provement of the load-pull accuracy. A load-pull measurement
utilizes the same sweep as shown in Fig. 6 and using a constant
CF over the entire dynamic range of the signal produced an
error of -16.8 dB
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper investigated different approached for the non-
linear modeling of the LPA signal path within a load-pull
system. These models are used to characterize losses and
amplifications of a load-pull test-set that effect a required
injected signal at DUT reference plane. The models have
been experimentally validated under large-signal excitations
and their performance compared. Both methods have shown a
very good agreement between measured and targeted powers
wherein the average magnitude residual difference for the
same number of measurements is 0.1 dB. Moreover, it has
been found that 14 measurements are enough to generate
sufficiently accurate models with an average error at approx. -
23 dB. This is a rather surprising result given the simplicity of
the LUT-based model. The investigation demonstrate clearly
that increasing the complexity of the nonlinear LPA model
offers little to no benefit and suggest a straight forward method
to improve the performance of an open-loop active load pull
system.
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Model via the Direct Measurement of Load-Pull Power Contours
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Abstract—The CAD design of Power Amplifiers requires an
accurate non-linear modelling solution. Generally, this is pro-
vided by state function (I-V, Q-V) model formulations. These
typically require time consuming measurement procedures for
model extraction and verification. Look-up table a-wave based
behavioral models, i.e. the Cardiff Model, extracted directly from
measurement data provide for a robust alternative, addressing
both simulation accuracy and model extraction time. The chal-
lenge is identifying, in a time efficient manner, the appropriate
load-pull impedance space, that ensures the model coefficients
are accurately extracted. This paper outlines an automated
approach addressing this requirement, that exploits the novel
features of emerging high-speed load-pull measurement systems
to identify and then measure directly load-pull power contours.
The automated approach reduces significantly the number of
required measurements, hence the measurement time, compared
with the traditional approach while also ensuring an accurate
Cardiff Model is extracted. The approach is demonstrated on a
10W packaged Cree HFET.
Index Terms—Load-pull, Behavioral model, Power contours.
I. INTRODUCTION
Load and Source-pull measurements are widely used in the
design of power amplifiers to deduce optimum efficiency, gain,
linearity, power, and providing a clear understanding of the
various modes of amplifier operation [1][2]. For example, one
of the important characteristics required for RF designers are
load-pull power contours. To define these contours accurately,
directly from measurement data, requires a high number
(>100) of measurements. The process can thus be very time
consuming, hence, the need for measurement strategies, which
can considerably speed up this process, are crucial. Several
research strategies have been used to address this challenge
[3]. One logical approach would be to exploit behavioral mod-
els, that can be extracted during the measurement process, to
provide for intelligent guidance for the measurement system.
In [4] a localized behavioral model was successfully utilized
to increase the measurement efficiency of an open-loop active
load-pull system to increase the speed of obtaining device
performance over an impedance grid that is overlaid a priori
on the impedance plane. The approach requires the definition
of a sufficiently large grid or successive measurements of the
grid to ensure all relevant points are covered.
In this paper, a load based behavioral model concept is in-
troduced and used to fully automate the load-pull measurement
process. The strategy developed, allows for the rapid identi-
fication of both the appropriate load-pull measurement space
and the computation of an optimum sequence of measurements
within this space. In this case, we have computed measurement
data-sets that are targeted to be located directly on the load-
pull power contours. This approach reduces significantly the
number of measurements, hence time required for performance
identification.
In addition, this sequence of measurements is shown to be
an ideal data-set for the accurate extraction and verification
of the a-wave based Cardiff behavioral model formulation
compatible with implementation in Power Amplifier design
CAD tools. This optimally targeted load-pull data-set allows
for a direct comparison between measured and CAD model
predicted load-pull power contours.
II. HIGH SPEED MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
Fig. 1 shows a schematic block diagram of the high-speed
non-linear measurement system that has been utilized to carry
out the measurements in this paper. The system architecture
is conceptually similar to previously published systems that
are based on a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) [5]. Data
acquisition is performed by vector analyzers and the signal
generation by signal generators with magnitude and phase
control. These are used for generating open-loop active load-
pull a2h signals.
      Bias-T DUT 
Phase Reference Standard 
Bias-T  Multiplexer 
 
      Circulator     Coupler     Coupler 
 
   
   
 
PA
G Reference
G3
G2 
G1PA PA
PA
G source 
Vector Signal Analysers 
  R1    R2        R3   R4 
Fig. 1: Block diagram of the high-speed measurement system
based on PXIe modules.
III. LOAD BASED BEHAVIORAL MODEL
The approach taken in this work is that once a set of
measurements are undertaken a localized fundamental load
based behavioral model defined in (1) is extracted.
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b21 =
D=1∑
D=0
C=+(M−D+1)∑
C=−(M−D)
K|C|+2D,C |Γ21||C|+2D
(
Γ21
|Γ21|
)C
(1)
This model structure is a variant of the Cardiff behavioural
modelling concept only in this case b21 is a function of the load
reflection coefficient Γ21. The user defined parameter, M, de-
fines the model complexity, while Kp,q are the extracted model
coefficients. This model can be used in the next measurement
cycle to compute an array of targeted load-pull [Γ21] values,
hence the required array of a21 values = b21
(
Γ21
) × Γ21
required for load synthesis in an ”open-loop” active load-pull.
IV. OPTIMUM DESIGN SPACE SEARCH ALGORITHM
The strategy of finding the optimum load impedance is
based on tracking the maximum output power of each suc-
cessive data-set of load-pull targets, 28 points defined on a
spiral. Fig. 2 shows an example of the search process for
the optimum impedance of a 10W Cree packaged device with
constant drive power level (around the 2dB gain compression
point) at 1 GHz. Bias point Vgs= -3.2V, Vds=28V. The process
includes successive load-pull spirals that end-up with a data-set
enclosing the optimum impedance for maximum output power,
the last spiral in Fig.2. In this case a load-based behavioral
model using M=1 (effectively 3rd order), hence extraction
of 6 coefficients is sufficient. Typically, about 5-6 cycles are
required, so a total time of less than 5sec.
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Fig. 2: Optimum impedance tracking of 10W Cree device at
constant A11.
Once the location of the maximum power is determined
the next step is to identify a design space within which to
undertake an optimized data-set of load-pull measurements. In
this case we have defined this optimum design space as that
encompassed within the −2dB load-pull power contour. Since
a key design objective for the CAD models is to accurately
predict load-pull contours, a data-set targeting load locations
on an array of load-pull power contours within this design
space was considered better than just the simple grid approach.
Initially, the required array of [Γ21], load targets, is computed
using already extracted load-based model with M=1. Typically,
this first guess does not predict the design space with sufficient
accuracy as can be seen in Fig. 3. However, this new data-
set, which targeted the power contours allows for extraction
of an improved load-based behavioral model with higher
complexity, which can then be used to update the array of Γ21,
load targets. This process is repeated until sufficient accuracy
is achieved. Visually this is simply achieved by comparing
the targeted (modeled) and measured load locations on the
Smith Chart. An example is shown in Fig. 3, in which three
iterations were required, hence total measurement time of less
than 2.5sec. In each step a data-set of 140 points, distributed
on 5 load-pull contours (-0.1, -0.5, -1.0, -1.5 and -2 dB).
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(a) Step 1 M=1 model
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Fig. 3: Comparison showing the iterative convergence of
predicted load-pull contours and the measured load locations
at 1 GHz.
This plot, Fig. 3 compares the predicted load-pull power
contour locations (in blue) with the resulting measured load
locations (in black). This figure highlights also how this new
approach quickly provides for the direct measurement of the
load-pull contours.
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Fig. 4: Comparison of Pout and b21 at 1 GHz between
predicted, using 7th order load-based behavioral model, and
directly measured on completion of the iterative search.
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location of the load-pull contours is quantified in Fig. 4, which
compares the predicted and measured b21 and Pout along
all the targeted contours for the final iteration (step 3 with
M=3 model). The maximum difference between predicted and
measured Pout is found on the -2dB contour and is about ±
0.25 dB.
V. CAD BEHAVIORAL MODEL EXTRACTION AND
VERIFICATION
We now investigated the use of this optimal data-set, load
pull contour targeted measurements, in the extraction and ver-
ification of the conventional a-wave based Cardiff behavioral
Model. This is a-wave based model format is a compatible
CAD tool formulation. The formulation used in this case is
given in (2).
b21 = P.
D=1∑
D=0
C=+(M−D+1)∑
C=−(M−D)
L|C|+2D,C |a21||C|+2D
(
Q
P
)C
(2)
In this equation, P is the phase of the input a11 stimulus,
while Q is the phase of the output a21 stimulus. The user
defined parameter M, again defines the model complexity,
while Lp,q are the extracted model coefficients.
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Fig. 5: Demonstration of the ability of the 7th order a-b Cardiff
behavioral model, to accurately predicted load locations asso-
ciated with the targeted load-pull contours at 1 GHz.
In order to determine the necessary model complexity,
different values of M were investigated, beginning with M=1
(effectively 3rd order) and ending with M=4 (effectively
9th order). The comparison confirms that model accuracy
increases with increasing complexity. This new approached
verified that, in this case, a Cardiff Models with sufficient
accuracy for CAD design can be achieved using a model
with M=3 (effectively 7th order). A model with only 14
coefficients. Fig. 5 shows comparison between measured and
predicted, using 7th order a-based Cardiff behavioral model,
load locations associated with the targeted load-pull contours.
Fig. 6 compares the measured and modeled values of b21
and Pout, verifying the excellent accuracy of the Cardiff
Model within the -2dB contour design space. In this case, the
maximum difference, which is on the -2dB load-pull contour
is only ± 0.25 dB.
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Fig. 6: Demonstration of the ability of the 7th order a-b Cardiff
behavioral model, to accurately predicted Pout and b21, on the
targeted load-pull contours at 1 GHz.
An advanced and automated approach addressing the chal-
lenge of identifying, in a time efficient manner, the appropriate
load-pull impedance space for RF devices. It ensures also
that an accurate behavioral model extraction is obtained. The
novel features of emerging high-speed load-pull systems not
only allows for more measurement data but also introduces
new capabilities that are highly relevant in RF device mod-
eling and RFPA design. The novel approach taken provides
optimal data-sets by selecting load impedances that target
the direct measurement of load-pull contours; the essential
design information. While this minimizes the number of
measurements required, hence measurement time, accuracy
of extracted behavioral models is not compromised. This
optimal data-set allowed for both the accurate extraction and
verification of a-wave based Cardiff Behavioral models. The
ability of this CAD compatible model to accurately predict the
load-pull contours within the -2dB load-pull power contour
design space, was directly verified. The complete process was
achieved by performing less than 565 measurements in a total
measurement time of only 6.6 sec.
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VI. CONCLUSION 
The accuracy with which this approached predicted the
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Abstract—This paper presents a new technique for identifying
the mixing structure, model coefficients and therefore model
order of the Cardiff behavioral model for phase related non-
linearities. The technique employs a two-tone measurements
approach and the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to be able
to observe the mixing structure above the noise floor of the
measurement system. Spectral tone visibility explicitly requires
model coefficient inclusion for accurate (NMSE < -40dB) data
fitting, which is verified by comparing model fitting of full and
truncated model formulations. The identified maximum phase
model order from two-tone measurements, for annuli on the
Smith Chart, is shown to be accurate for Continuous Wave (CW)
measurements.
Index Terms—Behavioral model, Two-tone stimulus, device
nonlinear models.
I. INTRODUCTION
Behavioral models are a necessary tool to transport device
data, from a developing technology, into CAD for further de-
sign related analysis. The Cardiff Model exploits the property
that when multiple stimuli are injected into a multi-port non-
linear system they interact or 'mix'. The Cardiff Model is
defined in the frequency domain and when correctly imple-
mented should include all the resulting frequency components.
Hence, the Cardiff Model differentiates itself from other pop-
ular behavioral modeling formulations, S-parameters, Polyhar-
monic Distortion (PHD) modeling [1], [2] and X-parameters
[3], by not limiting the number of model coefficients that
can be extracted; for example, 2 coefficients for S-parameters
and 3 for analytical X-parameters and PHD modeling. This
approach allows for a global model fit of data, obtained by
executing impedance sweeps over an area of the Smith Chart,
rather than a local fit about/at each impedance point of the
sweep. Previous work in [4] has verified the Cardiff Model
coefficient structure so that global models of harmonic source-
and load-pull data can be accurately extracted with attempts
at avoiding over-fitting the data.
In this paper, a new technique for determining the correct,
and present, phase polynomial coefficients of the Cardiff
Model will be presented. This technique utilizes two-tone mea-
surements and the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to be able to
observe the mixing order and resultant intermodulation (IMD)
products and demonstrate that they are directly correlated to
the modeling coefficients used in the Cardiff Model. This
approach allows for the direct and accurate determination of
the maximum number of model phase coefficients needed for
two-tone and CW measurements.
II. THE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND
PROCEDURE
The measurement system for this paper utilizes two Arbi-
trary Waveform Generators (AWG) to enable two-tone gener-
ation, and four Vector Signal Analyzers (VSAs) for traveling-
wave acquisition. Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the mea-
surement system, which is comprised of the aforementioned
AWGs and VSAs and also driver PAs, filters, and a calibrated
test-set. The system architecture is fundamentally linked to
previous work on Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) based
systems [5]. Fig. 1 also depicts the measurement scenario by
showing the DUT input driven by a single tone and the DUT
output driven by a two-tone stimulus. The chosen DUT is the
Wolfspeed 10W packaged device, biased at Vgs=-2.8V and
Vds=28V, driven with |a11| = 24.65dBm.
Fig. 1. Block diagram of the measurement system.
The VSAs have an instantaneous 50MHz bandwidth, which
allows for the acquisition of the down converted two tones
and IMD products without changing the Local Oscillator
(LO) frequency. Due to limits on the calibration coefficients
being able to extend over a 50MHz bandwidth, the main-tone
frequency was chosen to be 1GHz and the tone frequency
spacing was limited to 1kHz; very close to the calibrated
frequency.
To ensure the data was design relevant, the main tone
impedance was located at the DUTs optimum power point
on the Smith Chart, using the algorithm in [6]. To be able to
investigate the presence of model terms and their relation to the
IMD spectra, the 2nd output tone magnitude |a21,2| was varied
from -6dBc to +6dBc of the main tone signal magnitude,
|a21,1|. This will create growing levels of observable distortion
in the b-wave response and hence a growing model complexity
and load modulation coverage of the Smith Chart.
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III. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF THE BEHAVIORAL MODEL
In order to analyze the received, down converted spectra,
the selected tones in the receiver bandwidth needed to be
calibrated and phase-normalized to the input traveling-wave
(a11) at the main tone frequency (1GHz). This established
a relative phase system, key for behavioral modeling and
analysis [2]–[4]. The raw, down converted IMD tones lie on a
harmonic grid (± n*1kHz) and were compared to a proposed
noise floor of -85dB for selection before calibration. Using
the IFFT, the time-domain traveling-wave quantities were then
constructed from the selected tones. This allowed for b-wave
analysis and load modulation coverage to be observed on the
Smith Chart. All noise tones were removed in this process.
After identifying the maximum model order for the two-
tone measurements, selected impedances were used for CW
measurement and model analysis was performed to verify
whether the identification holds for the CW domain.
Fig. 2 (a) depicts the down converted |b21E | (the b-envelope
about the fundamental tone) spectral plot, for |a21,2| =-6dBc,
and links the observable tones, above the noise floor, to
Cardiff Model coefficients (Kph,m,ϕ). The 'p' and 'h' subscripts
denote the respective port and harmonic, and the 'm' and
'ϕ' subscripts denote the coefficient’s related traveling-wave
mag and phase exponent respectively (see eq.1). Overlaid,
on the model tones is the associated model term contribution
(e.g., K21,1,1|a21E |(QP )) after extracting the model for eq. 1.
The almost exact overlap indicates the accuracy of the model
formulation’s ability to fit the data.
(a) |b21E | spectrum showing 5th order coefficients.
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(b) b21E comparison for the selected coefficients.
Fig. 2. b21E analysis for |a21,2| = -6dBc.
Equation 1 formulates the required Cardiff Model in this
case based on the observations from the spectra in fig. 2 (a)
this is a relative phase polynomial only, as each annulus is
taken at a fixed |a21| injection and the relative phase is the
only variable. Fig. 2 (b) shows the comparison between b21E
model and measured data, it clearly shows an accurate model
fit to the data and verifies the fit of the model terms, in eq. 1,
to the spectral tones, in fig. 2 (a).
b21
P
= K(21,0,0) +K(21,1,1)|a21E |(Q
P
)+
K(21,1,−1)|a21E |(Q
P
)−1 +K(21,1,2)|a21E |(Q
P
)2
K(21,1,−2)|a21E |(Q
P
)−2
(1)
Fig. 3 (a) shows the resulting spectrum for |a21,2| = 0dBc,
and indicates that stronger mixing process are present, which
requires a commensurate model formulation (9th order) for
accurate model extraction. Again, the overlaid extracted model
term contributions map directly onto the spectral lines. Fig. 3
(b) shows another good model fit to the measured data.
(a) |b21E | spectrum showing 9th order coefficients.
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(b) b21E comparison for the selected coefficients.
Fig. 3. b21E analysis for |a21,2| = 0dBc.
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The final measurement, where |a21,2| = 6dBc of the main
tone, was performed to cover a significant area of the Smith
Chart. Fig. 4 shows the resultant |b21E | spectrum, from which
the Cardiff Model equation was formulated commensurate
with the observed model order.
Fig. 4. |b21E | spectrum showing 11th order coefficients for |a21,2| = 6dBc.
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(a) b21E comparison for 11 coefficients (Cardiff model).
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(b) b21E comparison for 3 coefficients (analytical X-
parameter model).
Fig. 5. b21E analysis for |a21,2| = 6dBc.
Fig. 5 shows the comparison between model and measure-
ment data for full and truncated models. To demonstrate the
inaccuracy of model truncation, the full 11th order Cardiff
Model, in (a), has been compared with the 3-term analytical X-
parameter model, in (b), and clearly shows a limitation of the
analytical X-parameter model for this |a21,2|. However, |a21,2|
= 2dBc is where the analytical X-parameter formulation begins
to produce a normalized mean square error (NMSE)>-40dB,
above 1% error, below 2dBc the error is acceptable but not
optimal.
Fig. 6 shows all the annuli collected in the measurement pro-
cess with each annulus being modeled with its corresponding,
spectrally-identified, behavioral model equation. Fig. 7 shows
the impedance area covered by the load-modulation that occurs
from the two-tone measurements. The -6dBc, 0dBc, and 6dBc
annuli are highlighted and the optimum load is plotted with an
asterisk. This shows that, with only 7 measurements, a large
area of the Smith Chart can be captured and the maximum
model order identified for each area. To verify this result for
normal CW measurements, the trace icons in fig. 7 were used
as CW impedance targets and model analysis was performed
on the received data.
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 + 6 dBc +4 dBc +2 dBc  0 dBc -2 dBc -4 dBc -6 dBc
b 21E
 ima
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Fig. 6. b21E modeled and measured comparisons for different |a21,2| power
levels with phase variation only.
Fig. 7. Load-modulation annuli for different |a21,2| power levels. Trace icons
indicate impedance targets for CW measurement.
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Fig. 8, plots the NMSE, for selected |a21,2| power levels,
against model order for the two-tone and CW cases. It can
be seen that the addition of model coefficients increases the
accuracy of the model and that the two-tone and CW results
are offset for |a21,2| = 0dBc and |a21,2| = 6dBc, this is
due to an a21 that exhibits magnitude and phase variation
for the larger annuli in fig. 7. However, it can be seen
that the maximum model order, obtained from the two-tone
measurements, holds for the CW case (NMSE < -40dBm). In
both cases, small gains in accuracy can be achieved after the
identified model order, however, the models would be over-
determined.
Fig. 8. NMSE versus model order for two-tone measurements at selected
|a21,2| and CW measurements with impedances lying on their respective
two-tone load-modulation annuli.
IV. CONCLUSION
A new technique, exploiting two-tone measurements, for
the correct determination of Cardiff Model phase coefficients
has been introduced. Using this technique, the analytical X-
parameter model formulation has been shown to remain accu-
rate until |a21,2| = 2dBc, however, higher order formulations
are required for better accuracy with increasing |a21,2| power
levels. The |a21,2| perturbation has been increased to cover a
substantial area of the Smith Chart and is accurately modeled
by an 11th order phase polynomial. This approach allows
for the maximum model complexity to be clearly identified
directly from measurements, hence allowing for the direct
extraction of both the maximum model order as well as the
associated coefficients. Using impedance targets obtained from
the two-tone measurements, model analysis was performed for
CW measurements over the same area of the Smith Chart, and
shows that the model identification can directly be applied
to CW measurements for accurate models that avoid over-
determination.
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